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THE BULLETIN ENTERS A NEW YEAR
The present issue of the Bulletin opens a new volume year and with it a number of changes in
type face, appearance and arrangement of contents have been inaugurated. These changes have been
decided upon after much consideration and have, as objectives, to make the Bulletin more pleasing to
look at and easier to handle.
At the same time a new department —The Workshop —has been instituted. This is intended to
be a place for papers dealing with workaday portions of the industrial accountant's task, both the
routines themselves and the more immediate areas of theory behind routines. Examples are: property
accounting, payables, inventory taking and overhead distribution (the topic handled in this issue).
In the past these and like topics —as important as they are familiar —have proven to be of exceptional
interest to the membership as having immediate application to work in hand.
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Accounting —A Mid- Century Appraisal
by JOHN A. BECKETT
As sistant Professor of Accounting, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cam bridge, Mas s .

Accountants have achieved their identity as advisers to management
and participants in the management process, through a protracted process of professional growth. Th e present article reveals the progress
made, notes important areas of unfinished business and suggests that
the future is no time to slacken pace.
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F the last fifty or one hundred years, something both amazing and inspiring has
happened to accounting. Progress has come, with a surge of vitality far exceeding anything that happened before that time. It is easy to see the broad outlines of the change. Accountants have matured into responsible members of the
management profession. Their services, as a result of that maturity, have become
indispensable to the enlightened administration of business activities. Men with
the background of accounting have stepped forward into executive positions and
have performed well, as a result of their comprehension of business affairs.
Their example has stimulated others to follow the same route to personal success.
But this thing which we know as accounting is subject to some confusion in
concept. The reason lies primarily in the fact that because of the considerable
developments in accounting theory and in technique over the century and one
half since the impact of the industrial revolution, the manifold evidences of it
in periodical and textual literature, and the vast number of courses in accounting which are taught in schools of all sorts, the student (and perhaps even the
teacher, at times) has difficulty in orienting himself in the subject. It seems
appropriate, then, that as accountants we should appraise our position at mid century, so that we may distill from the short but substantial heritage that is
S E P T E M B E R , 1950
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ours the most important knowledge which has been gained. At the very least
we should organize the experience on which it is based and set it down for
appraisal and understanding.
The Purposes Have Taken Shape
At the present stage of its development, accounting is concerned with a
number of different matters usually requiring different analytical approaches.
(This has given rise to a sound concept, "different costs for different purposes ",
which has an unreliable sound to lay ears and must ultimately be clarified for
all.) It is not practical, if it were possible, to list all the different "matters"
with which accounting is concerned, but it does appear that the types of things
which accountants do are subject to organization under a very few headings:
financial

3. Assisting in the control of current activities,
a process in which variance analysis under
standard costs is a principal tool.

2. Planning future activities, most often in the

4. Guiding managerial decisions as to courses
of action for the future.

1. Measuring profit and promoting
control.

form of budgeting.

These functions clearly do not include some things which an accountant
ordinarily performs in the line of duty, such as tax work. Important responsibilities of this sort have become very closely related to accounting, but they
are not objectives of accounting per se, being ancillary to the main purposes,
all of which bear the common hallmark of primary usefulness to management
in directing business. This characteristic is plainly to be read in each of the
four headings listed above.
In the course of this article, we will examine, in turn, the significance of each
of these points. However, let us first distinguish the first three points from the
fourth and final one. The former are inevitably linked to what we know as
systems. They are the product of methods and orderly procedures of data accumulation. To be sure, they involve a great deal of judgment, but they consist in large part of subject matter which comes together as the result of systematized practices. Let us not call this bookkeeping; it is more than that. Yet
it differs from the final objective for which there are no formal rules. This
latter objective, guidance of industry's guiding hands, involves the artistry, as
contrasted with the science of the first three objectives. It calls for the light
and sensitive touch of the skilled cost analyst.
The Evolving Complexity of Profit Measurement
Probably the first business records were concerned primarily with who owed
how much to whom. However, in the course of time there came a need for
4
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determining the amount of gain or loss arising out of the ventures of groups
of people. The advent of international shipping in pre- Christian times spurred
the development of concepts of profit, necessarily, because it was quite common for shares in such undertakings to be split a thousand ways and the investors of those times very often preferred to spread their risks across many
ventures, the hazards of the sea being great. A completed voyage was seen as
a natural "stopping point" at which results could be measured and investors'
shares of profit or loss reckoned with reasonable accuracy.
The problem of measuring profits for merchants was of a different order,
since the nature of their business did not lend itself in most cases to such natural
"stops." Nevertheless, as the merchant began to borrow other peoples' money
for business purposes or came together to conduct business ventures as a group,
there arose the need for agreement as to when or how often the management
should "stop and take stock of affairs" so as to determine how successfully the
venture had expanded or contracted. In fact, the language of those early times
persists even now in insurance policies, particularly in Great Britain where it
will be found that "interest will be computed in semi - annual (annual) stops."
Whatever the origins, as businesses came to have lives of their own separate
from the lives of their owners, the fiscal year became the customary period for
"taking stock" and measuring success or the lack of it, where no other more
natural period was available. This business of measuring profit was an early
(and still fundamental) function of accounting and a responsibility of the
accountant.
At first the problems of profit measurement were not greatly complicated.
Primarily because investment necessary for the conduct of successful enterprise increased —as it did by leaps and bout,ds during the period of the industrial revolution —the difficulty of profit measurement also increased. Today
that single factor of enormous investment of individual businesses in assets of
all sorts, poses a major problem in measuring profits. That major problem is,
at the root, valuation (although many accountants have been schooled to disown it as such) i.e. the principle of assigning "book value" to assets which a
company owns.
In the beginning, we may suppose, the problem of valuation was not much
of a problem at all. The machinery of production was not very complex;
product variety was not great; and individual productive economic units were
relatively small. Time has changed each of these conditions. Today the problems of valuation are extremely involved, both (1) because of the extended
horizontal, vertical and geographical scope of business activity and (2) beSE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0
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cause many business assets are so long -lived that they are affected by the differwhich prevail at different times.

Challenges to Profit Measurement Practices
As regards the first of these questions, the trick is to meter the flow of cost
from its inception through the intricate mechanism that is modern industry or
commerce to the point where cost matures as an expense —a deduction from
the revenue which it served to make possible. Concepts of the proper way to
so meter the flow of costs have been developed into basic principles which,
in the field of cost accounting, are now accorded much respect. Products are
made to accept cost (labor, material, and overhead) as they proceed through
the manufacturing process, thus increasing in "value" as they mature into finished goods. Furthermore, concepts of the propriety of certain methods of
evaluating inventories of raw materials have been developed. Over them all
stands the time - honored (if not otherwise) principle of conservatism, the
"lower of cost or market" rule. Finally, depreciation schemes of various sorts
have been developed to aid in the task of matching expense with revenue.
As regards the second of these problems, the other side of the valuation coin,
we may see a common pattern and a latter day development as we look back
across the years. During the period following the first world conflict there
was widespread debate and very serious discussion over the subject of the effect
of changing money values upon accounts and the consequent "distortion" of
profits as measured in the conventional sense. Nothing much came of it at the
time, it being considered more an academic than a practical business matter.
When it came up following the second world war, prevailing high tax rates
sustained interest in its solution. #e ugly beast of inflation had scarcely begun

to stir in the late 1940's when the accounting profession began to stir also.
As the postwar period lengthened, tremendous impetus was given to the thinking on the problem by the many convocations of deliberative bodies in the profession.
Such being the concern with two of its major aspects, what is the state of
the art as regards the problem of profit measurement? Of one thing we may
be sure: the philosophy of accounting is anything but static. Changes are upon
us, both in theory and in practice.
For example, with respect to the flow of costs, there has developed a school
of thinking which challenges the basic tenets of profit accounting. Its leaders
contend that it is a mistake to presume that all factory costs are applicable to
the products which are made within its walls. They assert that some factory
costs are costs of being capable of producing or being ready to produce, and
6
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that such costs are "period costs" (expenses), and should therefore be deducted
from the period's revenue, not assigned to inventory costs. It would be misjudgment to underestimate the appeal of this type of logic to many "practical
businessmen," or, for that matter, to many controllers and cost accountants. The
tenets are incontestable - -if you happen to look at it from the viewpoint taken
—and the mechanics of profit measurement are rendered somewhat more easy
by such a simplification. There are indeed some practitioners who are adopting
profit measurement practices which resemble those espoused by the "direct costing" fraternity, even though they do not subscribe to its underlying philosophy.
The reasons given are these:
1. It is better to direct your accounting system toward the objectives of cost control
(than the objectives of profit measurement).,
2. Profit measurement is of secondary import-

once since it will all come out right in the
end and the error, if any, caused by possibly
excessive period charges, is on the conservative side.

This type of reasoning —and the practice which follows it —is not to be
ignored. The chances seem good that it may flourish, in certain circles at least,
in the years to come. As we look ahead, we will do well to pay heed
to such thinking and such practice, for they surely will be with us and their
place in the kingdom of accounting may yet become more important.
As to the question of the effect on profits of changing money values, we
know this much: the clamor will not subside easily this time. In spite of the
prevailing dictum which guides certified public accountants in their professional
relationships, a large number of members of the profession and a very large
number of private accountants, controllers, and professors (of economics as
well as accounting) , feel that there is clear misrepresentation of a sort in a
report of earnings which takes no account of the effect of changed dollar values.
For if the problem were to become acute again in the near future, business
would endure the double hardship of ( 1 ) unfair taxation and ( 2 ) complete loss
of faith on the part of the public, arising from one of two sentiments, either
that business is making exorbitant profits from inflationary prices or that management (and the accountants) have not "guts" enough to change the formula
for measuring profits when the old one is manifestly misleading.
Pensions Too
Let us add one thing in regard to profit measurement. There now looms on
the horizon a spectre of something relatively new. That something new is the
subject of pensions and bids fair to be with us for a long time to come. We
need not concern ourselves with the complex subject of actuarial science here,
SE P TE M B ER , 19 5 o
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but we need only reflect a moment to visualize the problems of profit measurement which are involved. Indeed, committees of the accounting organizations
have already begun deliberations for the purpose of determining the most equitable and proper ways to reckon cost —and hence profit —under pension programs.

never

Taking a Hand In the Future
It was only natural that the development of business data which accompanied
the efforts to measure profits should lead to a body of knowledge which would
guide business management in deciding broad future courses of action. To the
extent that one can project his past experiences across the future months or
years, he has one valuable tool for guiding his decisions about what he should
do with his resources and with his time. This is not to say that the past is
always the best guide to the future. The best performance of the past may not
be good enough. Indeed, wherever the competitive spirit prevails, the best is
good enough. Yet planning is necessary and, inasmuch as the experience
of the past is available as a guide, accounting finds itself involved intimately
with plans for the future activities of business.
It was not always thus. The keepers of records once had their "place" in
the society of business and that "place" was clearly delineated in its upper
reaches. However, today, the management fraternity has generally expanded
within business to embrace not only the accountant but also many others who
formerly played little or no part in the planning and direction of business period.
Planning, of course, is the province of no one person. In a business of
almost any size it concerns a number of people in various capacities, among them
the marketing consultant, sales manager, advertising manager, credit manager,
production manager, purchasing agent, and warehouse superintendent. Even in
a small business, the functions which these people perform in a larger one would
have to be considered in planning for the future, even though they were in
several cases the province of one individual. There might be other people
interested in participating in future plans in companies of considerable size.
One of these is the economist, whether he be "captive" or consultant.
The part that accounting and the accountant has come to play in this process
has been truly remarkable. By virtue of his knowledge of things past and his
ability to extrapolate either the past or a revised historical experience into a
picture of things to come, he has reserved for himself a place of honor at the
planning table. It is the product of his handicraft, the budget, which must be
approved before the master plan can be adopted.
8
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Hardly could there be a greater challenge to accountants as they stand on
the threshold of a new half- century, than the one which faces them in their
capacities as central figures in the activity of business planning. For in this
capacity they must not only employ the full scope of their talents as effective
users of business data, but they must also work closely with and guide the
thinking of many different people in the business scene.
Acceptance of the Principle of Cost Control
It is not enough to decide upon a plan for future activities. The plan, flexible enough to provide for the vicissitudes of business, must stand as a guide
for all those who participated in formulating it. It is the means of judging the
degree of success of all members of the management group in performing according to their promises.
Since the accountant's participation in business planning was very limited
in early times, any enthusiasm he might have felt for developing scientific tools
to measure the performance under operating conditions was very likely
thwarted or at least dampened before it reached the point of aggressive action.
However, in our own country, the accountant as a general rule encountered less
resistance to his efforts to explore the possibilities of adapting his skills to this
task. Indeed, from the time when industrial activities began to grow by leaps
and bounds in the nineteenth century and particularly with the tentative acceptance of the principles of scientific industrial management toward its close,
accountants were enthusiastically encouraged to develop new tools of measurement so as to keep everyone informed of the current state of affairs as compared
with the plan. Hence the accountant emerged as a team man or not at all.
The accelerated growth of business in the first half of our century increased
the need for scientific management and close control of expanding industrial and
commercial activity. In the periods following both of the two wars, for example,
the pressure to reduce costs was greater than it was while production was high.
During the era which has now somehow come to be known as the "Great Depression", adherence to very rigid cost control programs was the standing order
for all levels of management. At such times as these, accounting steadily developed its scope and its stature.
Cost Control Practice Requires Perfecting
As we look now upon the problem of cost control, it is quite apparent that
the maturing process is by no means complete. The theory is quite clear but
the practice remains a bit confusing in some of its present -day applications.
SE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0
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The difficulty goes to the roots of organization for effective operation. Any
member of the management' team can exercise control only over the costs and
expenses which it is his right and obligation to influence directly. It might also
be said that his right must be a role right for, if it is not, he will not be free to
exercise control over the cost —and therefore should not be held responsible
for its behavior. This sounds reasonable but it is not easy to apply in practice.
In the first place, accounting itself, throws obstacles in the way. There is
a very serious inclination to carry over into this kind of work some of the precepts of profit measurement, that is, to "rain down from above" upon a person
(a function) all sorts of costs which might conceivably be related to his function if the objective were profit measurement but which are, to him, entirely
uncontrollable costs. It is not unnatural for such an error to be made, but it is
no less serious an error on that account.
Secondly, it is absolutely imperative that the responsibilities of individuals
and their rights to do certain things be established unequivocally, else the measurement of performance will be without validity. For example, it gains nothing
to hold a foreman responsible for high labor costs if they result from wage
increases granted by higher authority or labor standby time which he could
not avoid because, by company policy, the idle labor could not be laid off. The
truth is that individuals in the hierarchy of responsibility just do not reign
supreme over all the costs with which we would like to charge them.
This, then, appears to be the situation at mid - century. The theory of cost
control does not stand challenged, but in practice —as well as in some of the
literature —the treatment does not appear to be consistent with the objective
of cost control.
Analyzing Costs for Managerial Decisions
science

At the outset, analysis of costs for guidance of decisions which management
must make was referred to as the artistry as distinct from the
in accounting.
What is involved? All of the uses of accounting or business data which have
not been referred to up to this point: costs for pricing purposes, for selecting
the kinds of products to sell, the class of customers to propitiate, the channels
of distribution to use, the type of machinery to employ, for deciding whether to
make or buy, to buy this or that kind of equipment, or whether to stick with
present equipment. There are many others. These matters need no formal introduction to establish their dignity and to impress one with their importance.
10
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They involve the most basic considerations which face the businessman. Yet
they are matters on which accounting systems shed little, if any, light.
Thus the theory of managerial uses of costs is far from a settled matter.
Indeed, it is not unfair to say that this function of accounting is relatively new.
Several. observations will help to characterize it. All of the questions involve
alternative courses of action, which call for sound comparisons —and all have
to do with the future. When we appraise future opportunities, the lessons of
the past are important but the sunk costs of the past are not. The theory which
is most commonly used as a guide is that which holds that only the out -ofpocket costs of the future (and the revenues of the future) are important in
measuring the relative promises of different opportunities. This is not easy
to accept at times, particularly if it means that a recent investment must be
abandoned at great (book) "loss." This is only a small example of the type of
delicate treatment which this function of accounting demands.
As 'we turn our eyes back across the past half century, we can plainly see how
accounting— diffidently at first —began to embrace this function. It was an area
in which the talents of the accountant could flourish. And it was, and is, an
area which cries for research and keen perception into the nature of business
enterprise and the mechanism which makes it tick. It is a high level service
which, even if he wanted to, the accountant could not avoid.
This, then, is roughly the situation as regards the final function of accounting— developing data for managerial uses —as we stand at mid - century. Theory
is growing. Techniques are developing. It is well that they are, for there has
been much confusion about these functions and much reticence to be concerned
with them.
As We Go Forward
These broad outlines of progress and of promise are not exclusive of others
but are, in themselves, of prime importance. They are set down in the hope
that they may serve the profession to guide its research, its teaching, and its
application toward even greater goals in years to come.
In moving toward them there is perhaps one general counsel to be given to
accountants as individuals. That is to suggest that they study to keep abreast
of the techniques of effective action. It has been a partly well - founded complaint that the accountant has limited his usefulness by failing to align his thinking with that of others or at least to meet them half -way. As stated before, he
emerges as a team man or not at all.

SE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0
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Replacing Long -Life Assets for Cost Reducf ion
by STERLING K. ATKINSON
Head of the Accounting Department, Temple University, Philadelphia, Pa.

decision on replacement of productive equipment to effect savings
no easy matter. For instance, what annual production volume and
what time period are appropriate to the comparison of costs —and
what cost categories and evaluation techniques are pertinent? The
author treats these matters in turn after initial consideration of errors
which frequently cloud replacement analysis.
A

is

and the replacement of existing plant assets with
new assets of more modern design serve the same ultimate purpose, that of
improvement of the company's profit position and (from a social viewpoint) of
the industry's output. Both decisions have a common criterion — profitability.
On the other hand, decisions to expand or not present special problems of
analysis. If expansion is simply to produce more, the market offers the principal
problem; if to manufacture new products, an altered cost pattern is also introduced. If the purpose of expansion is to make parts previously bought, the new
cost pattern is the entire problem.
Replacement for cost reduction partakes of the relatively simple character of
this last alternative in expansion. The change will not of necessity materially
affect the market unless cost reduction savings are passed on to the consumer
and, morever, the product itself is not changed. Thus, while the amount of the
costs of operating the new equipment requires estimating, the nature of these
costs will not differ greatly from those of the present equipment.
The analysis of a problem in cost reduction replacement should be directed
towards the following two objectives:

E

XP A N SI O N O F CA P A CI T Y

1. Determination of the net return (arising from
a reduction in operating costs) which may be
expected.
2. Determination of whether the net return is

commensurate with that from possible alternotive uses of the available investment
funds, after making allowance for the related
risks.

Nevertheless, despite essential simplicity, considerable confusion of thought
surrounds this problem of differential analysis. It is selected as the principal
subject of this paper because it provides a good illustration of a type of analysis
common to all long -life asset investment problems, emphasizes the role of the
accountant therein, and is in itself important both to the company and to the
economy.
12
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C O M M O N ERRORS I N REPLAC EMENT AN AL Y SI S

The confusion of thought which has obscured analysis of the replacement for
cost reduction problem may be well taken up first to clear the ground for positive considerations. Some of the common errors are described below:
1. Basing the comparative unit cost analysis on
a theoretical volume in excess of that likely
to be realized.
2. Use of a replacement formula to the effect
that the investment should not be made unless iv will pay for itself in some arbitrary
short period (frequently five years or less),

without regard to the probable useful life of
the new equipment.
3. Inclusion of depreciation as a charge in the
comparative cost analysis, thus accentuating
the above error.
4. Introduction and mishandling of concept of
loss on old equipment if not fully depredated
on books.

Pitfalis in Volume Estimates and Pay -off Period Requirements

The first type of error is encountered when the computations are based on
different capacities, the utilized capacity of the present equipment and the
potential capacity of the new equipment. Obviously, it is quite possible that a
cost advantage computed for the new machine, when based on its potential
output, may become a cost disadvantage when based on the present volume. Or
a cost saving per unit of output, when multiplied by the available production,
may not yield sufficient aggregate return to justify the investment.
As to the second point, it is difficult to understand why original investments
in equipment and plants will be made on the basis of a normal return, but
replacements of the same assets for purpose of cost reduction will not be authorized unless they will pay for themselves in only a fraction of the time on which
the original investment was based. No conclusive reasons have been assigned
for this practice and yet there apparently is little question but that it is common.
Whatever the reason or reasons, the number and significance of lost opportunities for profitable investment in replacements can never be known.
Depreciation as Comparative Cost; Loss on Old Equipment

However, the greatest confusion of thought relates to depreciation. That depreciation is a cost goes without saying, but it has no place in the calculation of
savings to determine whether a new machine will pay for itself! The significance of this can be illustrated by assuming (as an extreme case) that the present salvage value of the old equipment is zero. Therefore, it need not be further
depreciated. On assumed facts, the figures in Exhibit 1 are illustrative. If depreciation is included in the comparative costs, the comparison will be as shown
there.
It is apparent that the requirement (also assumed) of a three -year payoff
SE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0
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period will not be met if depreciation is considered as a cost. On the other
hand, if consideration is given only to the operating costs, exclusive of depreciation, the requirement will be met. The latter answer obviously is the correct one. The recovery of depreciation and "payoff" are synonymous. Failure
to recognize this confuses the end to be achieved with the means to that end
and compounds the error inherent in the use of an arbitrary payoff period.
The use of depreciation as a comparative cost leads to another complication.
It renders consideration and disposition of the write -off of the old equipment
necessary, further obscuring the essential factors in replacement analysis. Is
write -off of old equipment or write -down from net book value to salvage value
in fact a loss? If so, should it be considered in the replacement analysis?
Should it be considered as applying to income (of the years covered by the
analysis) or to surplus (past periods) ? These questions are particularly important when, because of sudden and unexpected obsolescence, the replacement involves a substantial write -off which it is found hard to accept.

Present
Equipment
$

—0—

$

$9,000
10,000

7,000

—0

$1,000
$8,000

-

_

$10,000

$2,000

.

,

-

_

_

_

_

_

........-.......................
..........-.___..-.........._...
Annual operating costs, exclusive of depreciation
............
Depreciation
...................._..._..__..._._.._._..............................._._
Total annual costs
............-_..................... .........................................._
Annual cost reduction
......................................................................................

—

Estimated salvage value of old equipment
Estimated cost of new equipment

New
Equipment

EXHIBIT 1

Actually, these questions do not concern the replacement analysis any more
than does depreciation, itself —for the value assigned the old equipment will
aggregate its depreciation for the period of comparison. The treatment of the
write -off, when it is considered, depends on whether the depreciation of the old
equipment is based on net book value or salvage value. Those who advocate
the salvage value basis do so on the theory that the difference between the two
values represents an underdepreciation of the asset in prior years. The use of
the net book value basis, on the other hand, implies that the write -off is a loss
occasioned by the replacement and consequently must be charged against the
cost advantage of the new equipment.
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Both viewpoints will lead to the same answer if properly applied. The
data of the previous example is used below, with an annual sales value of
$10,000 assigned to production and the net book value of the old equipment
stated at $6,300, salvage value continuing as zero and the period of comparison as nine years. In the first case, the write -off is properly a closed matter, i.e. to surplus and need not show. In the second, it shows as a cost against
each alternative. The presentations are depicted in Exhibit 2.

DEPRECIATION OF OLD EQUIPMENT ON SALVAGE VALUE (ZERO)
Old
Equipment
Incomefrom sales

$108,000

$108,000

90,000
—0—
90,000

63,000
9,000
72,000

_

-

$

_

-

.

$

_

$

$

_

»

_

_

_

_

..................................................__....._....................
Operating costs
..............._.....................................................................
Depreciation
........................................................................... .....................
Total costs
..........................................................................-.-._....-........
Net income for nine years
...................... ..__......._.............
Netadvantage
......................................................................................-........

New
Equipment

$

36,000
18,000

$

$

18,000

DEPRECIATION OF OLD EQUIPM ENT ON NET BOOK VALUE
Old
Equipment

$108,000

90,000
6,300

63,000
9,000

_

$
$
$

11,700

...................

29,700

._

$

........-......

6,300

$

72,000
36,000

....._...-

_

96,300
11,700

...._._..-......-.._........_

_

_

$

.

_

.

_

$

$108,000

_

...................................................................................................
Operating costs
Depreciation
............................................................_.......................................
................................................................................
Totalcosts
.....nine
.........years
............._.........._.....
Net income from.....................................
operations for
................................
Less: Write -off of old equipment
...................................
Net income for the period

$

Incomefrom sales

New
Equipment

..................................................

.......

_

...............

_

18,000

............

$

Netadvantage

Savings

Cash

to

Stick

Let's

EXHIBIT 2
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While an analysis of the above viewpoints is helpful in exploring the theory
of replacement analysis, they tend to hinder rather than promote prompt and
effective analysis of specific replacement problems which call for early decisions. Since the only purpose of a cost reduction investment is to spend less
money, it is submitted that the analysis should be made solely in terms of
cash. This has the advantages of simplifying the analysis and of measuring
the cost reduction only in terms of cash savings. Thus, with reference to the
above example, a cash analysis would appear as in Exhibit 3.

The replacement advantage in terms of cash is $18,000. (Note that this is the
same answer as was found in the preceding solutions). This type of analysis
has the advantage of simplicity but, in addition, it is stated in terms which are
familiar to the nonaccounting trained executive. The main point here is that
the $9,000 cost of new equipment is not called depreciation, tempting comparison with some figure for the old equipment. It is simply what is proposed
to be spent. We are just asking, "Will this expenditure save us money, starting now ?"
REPLACEMENT IS NOT M ADE
$108,000
90,000
18,000

Cash received from sales .._
Cash costs of operation
Net increase in cash in nine year period

..............................__..._...__..._.....
.............._...........__........................-.__.
....._........

$

REPLACEMENT IS MADE

.........................................._...__....................
...._.._._
...................._......._...........
...... .._..............._..-._.._...
Total payments
........................
...........year
........................
.............................................
Net increase in cash
in nine
period
....__________ .....
Cash received from sales
Cash costs of operation „_
Payment for new equipment

63,000
9,000

$108,000
72,000
$ 36,000

EXHIBIT 3
STEPS IN REPLACEMENT ANALYSIS

Once the overall method of analysis is decided upon, it becomes necessary
to outline the several steps to be followed. There are three basic problems in
the determination of the net return on the replacement investment and an additional problem is posed by the return as determined. These four problems
may be stated as follows:
1. Determination of the annual volume to be
used as a basis for computing the comparative cash costs of operating the present and
proposed equipment.
2. Determination of the number of years to be
used in the comparison.

3. Definition and comparison of the cash operating costs, and measurement of the net cost
reduction savings.
4. Evaluation of these net savings in terms of:
(a) Rate of return on the investment
(b) Comparative risks

Provision of the data needed in deciding whether to invest or not to invest
in long -life assets involves the joint efforts of many departments, including
sales forecasting, production engineering, accounting, and others, depending
upon the nature of the proposed investment and the managerial organization.
Assembly of the data in the form of cost comparisons and expected yields on
investment is primarily a technical accounting function. Evaluation of the
data and the making of a decision is a responsibility of management. The
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accountant commonly plays a dual role, that of a technician and that of a
member of the management group. While this paper is primarily concerned
with the technical aspects of the accountant's work, it is recognized that the
accountant may often take an active part in formulating managerial decisions.
What Volume of Production Should Underlie Cost Comparison?
When comparing the costs of alternative types of equipment, it is necessary
to base these costs upon performance at the same annual volume of output.
When the question is whether or not to replace present equipment with new
equipment, the production volume chosen as a basis for the comparison of
operating costs must be within the capacity of the old equipment. However,
newer and more modern machines not infrequently have greater capacity as
well as other advantages. To the extent that there is either present or prospective future use for this added production, it may be regarded as an additional advantage, beyond cost savings, obtainable by operation at the rate of
production used in computing the comparative cost.
Replacement of existing equipment probably would not be made solely
because of the advantages that may accompany greater production unless the
increased output has immediate value, since the replacement can be made
later on when additional production is needed. However, in choosing between
machines which display similar costs at the present volume, potential return
from greater capacity may well be a determining factor in the selection.
Determination of Period Over Which to Compare Costs
The time factor is extremely important in replacement analysis. The annual net saving, which is important in the measurement of the rate of return,
can be determined only after annual amortization or proration of outlay for
new equipment is deducted from annual cost reduction and would vary, depending on the time factor. Exhibit 4 employs the annual saving figure of our
earlier example and is based on new equipment costing $9,000, as before.
Thus, it is obvious that the longer the savings can be effected, the more
profitable the replacement becomes, both on an annual basis and in the aggregate. But it is equally apparent that the difficulty of prediction also varies
with the length of the period.
The first determinant of the time factor is the duration of the market for
the product. Obviously, there would be no point in thinking in terms of annual savings of $2,100 if it were expected that within five years a change in
the market would render the present production unsalable. The second deSE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0
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terminant of the time factor is the physical life of the equipment, such life
being considered as the time over which the machine can be kept in operation,
regardless of cost. Freedom from prolonged or recurring shut -downs for
repairs is the measure of this life, rather than the cost of the repairs. Since
much of our long -life industrial equipment can be maintained almost indefinitely, this frequently is not an important factor.
ANNUAL SAVING COMPUTATION
Based on
life of

Annual
cost
reduction

Annual
amorfi :aLion

Net
annual
saving

2 years
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

$3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
3,000

$4,500
3,000
2,150
1,800
1,500
1,285
1,125
1,000
900

$(1,500)
- 0 700
1,200
1,500
1,715
1,875
2,000
2,100

EXHIBIT 4

The third determinant is more significant. This is the economic life of
equipment, the term being used in this paper to denote that period of use
which would be most economical if replacements were not occasioned by technological developments. It involves proration of the equipment outlay plus
annual normal maintenance costs. Thus, if a given operation were to continue
unchanged over the life span of several generations of the same type of equipment and the replacements were in kind, the most economic life of successive
equipment units would be that which yielded the lowest average annual combined cost of amortization and maintenance. Thus, if the maintenance of the
proposed $9,000 machine of our examples is estimated to amount to $400
the first year and to increase $ 2 0 0 per year in the succeeding years, the maintenance schedule would be estimated in accordance with Exhibit 5.
MAINTENANCE ESTIMATE
1st year
2nd year
3rd year
4th year
5th year

Amount

Cumulative

$ 400
600
800
1,000
1,200

$ 400
1,000
1,800
2,800
4,000

6th year
7th year
8th year
9th year
10th year
11th year

Amount

Cumulative

$1,400
1,600
1,800
2,000
2,200
2,400

$5,400
7,000
8,800
10,800
13,000
15,400

EXHIBIT 5
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Assuming straight line depreciation, the combined costs would be as in Exhibit 6 and the most economical life would be either nine or ten years, since the
average annual cost will rise after the tenth year.
AVERAGE ANNUAL COST COMPUTATION
Assuming
life of

Total
depreciation

Total
maintenance

Totalaverage
annual cost

4 years
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

$9,000
9,000
9,000
9,000
9,000
9,000
9,000
9,000

$ 2,800
4,000
5,400
7,000
8,800
10,800
13,000
15,400

$2,950
2,600
2,400
2,286
2,225
2,200
2,200
2,218

EXHIBIT 6

This analysis poses an important question. If the economic life of this
asset is estimated to be only nine years, the same answer would seem to apply
to the original asset at the time of its acquisition. Why then should we consider keeping the old asset in service any longer? Should it not automatically
be replaced? Where is the replacement problem? The answer is to be found
in the purpose of the above analysis. Such analysis is prepared at the time
an asset is acquired and assumes no changes in conditions of operation or
price. It is useful, for example, in determining the annual depreciation rate
at time of acquisition.
A proposal for a cost reduction replacement nine years later, however, involves a comparison of costs being incurred now and in the future, rather
than costs which were incurred in prior years. Consequently, even though
the old asset has already lived its most economical life as measured by conditions existent nine years ago, the fact remains that it can be kept in operation for many more years and perhaps at such a slight cost disadvantage, as
compared with the proposed new equipment as not to justify the replacement.
This is another illustration of the fact that past estimates have no force when
conditions change.
The foregoing observation, as noted, assumes an absence of excessive physical deterioration. Obviously, if the old machine is approaching, the baling
wire stage, there ceases to be a choice of alternatives. The replacement must
be made shortly and the only question then is whether it is cheaper to make
it now or a year from now. The problem is no longer one of cost reduction
but simply of operation. It should also be said that in a given industry the
economic life as a determinant of time may have to be modified to include
SEPTEA[BER, 1950
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consideration of economic obsolescence. Thus, even though the economic life
as previously defined is, say, nine years, if company experience indicates that
cost reduction replacements have been made on average after fewer or more
years, conceivably this time period should be used in the cost comparisons.
Definition and Comparison of Cash Operating Costs
Cash costs not yet incurred are the only costs that can be saved through
replacement. Moreover, since the objective is cost reduction, only those cash
costs need be considered which will vary with the choice. Since the savings,
must be realizable in cash and not merely theoretical, their measurement presents at times an extremely difficult problem for the accountant. To the extent that the costs to be compared relate to operative labor and material consumption, it is quite easy to convert the engineers' estimates of saved roan hours and materials into dollar savings. The indirect costs are a different matter.
An illustration of the problem of measuring the cash saving of an indirect
cost relates to power consumption. While from a physical viewpoint power
consumption is a direct function of equipment operation, from a cost viewpoint this is not entirely the case. It is quite possible, for example, to measure
the saving in kilowatt hours of electricity or pounds of steam to be obtained
from a given replacement, but the replacement analysis is normally concerned
only with savings which carry through to dollars. This is peculiarly a cost
accounting function and involves the separation of the fixed and variable
costs of power production, since only the variable costs can be saved.
Prorated costs present a similar problem. They are a factor in the comparison only to the extent that the total outlay for these costs is affected by
the choice to replace or not to replace. The fact that the new equipment may
require less space should not be considered unless it actually affects the company's outlay for space and does not merely result in a different allocation of
the space costs to various departments or cost centers. The same observation
may be made concerning service department costs and general plant overhead
costs. On the other hand, reduced space requirement may represent a very
real saving in an expanding business and there are cases in which replacements may effect reduction of service department and other plant overhead
costs.
The problems referred to above become more difficult when an attempt is
made to project the comparisons into the future. Some of them may be affected by price level changes. A saving in man -hours or materials or space
20
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will

may be worth more, or less, tomorrow as compared with today. This cannot
readily be measured, although trends may be sufficiently clear to determine
whether the "more" or the "less" will be significant. In either case, this involves managerial judgment rather than technical accounting and is related
to the evaluation of risk.
Whether or not a given course of action will change the total of an indirect expense is frequently very difficult to determine. Consequently in the
analysis of minor replacements, it must generally be assumed that many of the
indirect costs will not be changed appreciably and attention should be directed primarily to the direct costs which can be measured. The more costly
the replacement, the more attention must be given to the indirect costs, particularly if the replacement
affect these costs appreciably. The method
of analysis is that of comparing the effect of the change on the over -all cash
budget. This method has the advantage of by- passing the troublesome problems of cost allocation and of placing the emphasis where it belongs, namely,
on the ultimate effect of the change.
Giving Consideration to Salvage Values
Once the cash savings are measured, the acquisition cost of the new asset
can be deducted to obtain the net advantage of the replacement. This represents the return on the investment and must be evaluated in terms of alternative investments, risks and desired rate of return. The cost of the new equipment includes both the purchase price or construction cost and the costs of
installation. However, the charges to the equipment account do not necessarily represent the net investment to be recovered. This can be calculated
only by reference to the salvage value or turn -in value of the old equipment.
Referring to the previous examples, if the old equipment has a turn -in value
of $1,000, the net cash outlay cost of the new equipment would be $8,000
instead of $9,000. This is the amount to be saved through cost reduction,
even though the new equipment is recorded in the books as having cost $9,000.
Consequently, the profit advantage of the replacement would be $19,000
rather than $18,000. By the same token, if the disposition of the old equipment involves a net cash outlay instead of a recovery, this outlay represents
an increase in the net investment, regardless of its disposition in the accounts.
In determining the profit advantage from replacement, consideration theoretically should also be given the potential salvage value of the new equipment.
If the net cash investment in the new equipment amounts to $8,000 and it is
known that, say, $2,000 can be realized upon its disposal at the end of the
SE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0
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nine years of operation, then only $6,000 need be recovered through cost reduction, and the profit advantage of the hypothetical replacement, already increased to $19,000 by the salvage value of the old equipment, would become
$21,000. This analysis, of course, implies that the future $2,000 recovery
be in the form of cash. Unfortunately, only in rare instances does management have exact knowledge concerning future recovery values. Consequently,
in the interest of conservatism this consideration, although desirable, must
frequently be omitted.

Net Savings Evaluation: Two Questions
To this point the discussion has been concerned with the procedures and
problems of the determination of the net savings to be obtained from the
cost reduction replacement. These savings represent a rate of return on the
average investment. Since the average investment in the foregoing examples
amounts to $4,500 (one -half of $9,000) and the net annual savings amount
to $2,000, the average rate of return at simple interest amounts to 44.4 per
cent. This must now be evaluated and two questions answered: ( 1 ) does it
compare favorably with the return on alternative investments and ( 2 ) does
it compensate for the comparative risks involved?
EFFECT OF TIM E FACTOR ON INVESTMENT RETURN

3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Average
annual
investment

Average annual
return on
investment

$1,500)
- 0—
700
1,200
1,500
1,715
1,875

$4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500
4,500

15.5%
26.6%
33.3%
38.1%
41.6%
44.4%
46.6%

2,000
2,100

—

2

Net
annual
savings

—

Years
of
life

EXH IBIT 7

The problem is one of determining the rate of return on the new investment
and comparing it either with the rate now earned on the company's invested
funds or with that from proposed alternative investments. It is in this connection that the factor of time is significant. Determining the rate of return
requires a decision concerning the number of years the new equipment is expected to be useful. As previously indicated, this determination should normally be based on the shorter of the economic life of the asset or the dura22
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tion of the market for the product. The effect of the time factor on the rate
of return is illustrated by the table in Exhibit 7 based on the data which has
been developed.
Given the number of years, the rate of return at simple interest is readily
calculated. This rate must first satisfy management's minimum requirement.
Beyond that, it should compare favorably with the rate offered by other investment opportunities. Where a number of proposals call for the expenditure of the same limited funds, the proposals are competitive. The choice
ordinarily will be indicated by a comparison of the several rates of profit. The
comparison itself may be readily made by listing all projects under headings
similar to the following:
1.

Account classification

6.

2.

Des cription of project

7.

Gross cash savings
Net cash savings

3.

Cash outlay —gross

8.

Annual net saving

4.

Cas h ootIay —net (W here salvage is involved)

5.

Life in years

9.

Rate of return

10.

Risk evaluation

Perhaps the principal element of risk concerns continuance of the demand
for the output of the new equipment at a price which will provide the desired
rate of return. Obviously cost savings alone are not productive of income
and any replacement decision must ultimately rest on the probability of continued demand for the product. The amount of risk involved in this connection depends in part on the nature of the industry. Where conditions are subject to frequent change, managements tend to allow for a high degree of
risk by insisting on a higher rate of return or a shorter recovery period than
in those situations where conditions are more stable.
Another element of risk concerns the various assumptions which were made
in connection with the several calculations contained in the preceding illustrations. These refer to:
1. Present and future salvage value of the pres•
ent equipment.
2. Future operating costs of both the old and
the new equipment.

3. The possibility of acquiring the new equip ment at a lower price later on.
4. Reliability of the cost estimates.

A final consideration in the evaluation of risk is the comparison of the
risks involved in the proposed investment with those in alternative proposals.
Or the future may hold prospect of a better investment opportunity. In some
industries the rate of progress in technical developments may be of considerable importance. In a decision to invest funds, consideration must always be
given to the possibility of technical developments which, in the near future,
may provide even more attractive investments.
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Special Considerations: 1. Adjustments for Compound Interest
In the comparison of profit advantages to be derived from alternative investments, the recovery of which is projected over a period of years, it is
proper to make the evaluation in terms of the present value of the alternative
profits. For example, a $10,000 investment which will produce a net return
(after amortization) of $2,000 per year for five years would appear to be only
one -half as advantageous as a $10,000 investment estimated to produce the
same annual net return for ten years. However, this is not true, since the
present value of a dollar to be received ten years from now is less than the
present value of a dollar to be received only five years hence.
At an interest rate of five per cent, compounded annually, the present value
of annual net income of $2,000 for a five -year period and a ten -year period
are, respectively, $8,658 and $15,444, and the disparity (from calculations
not considering compound interest) is even greater where the ten -year period
becomes a fifteen -year or twenty-year period. Moreover, the amortization of
the investment must also be adjusted for interest since presumably the investment has an 'opportunity cost" in the form of interest which would have
been earned by the $10,000 of funds had they not been expended for equipment. Thus, if the above investments in five -year and ten -year equipment
were expected only to pay for themselves with interest at five per cent, the
five -year investment would have to earn annual cost reduction savings of
$2,310 while the ten -year investment would have to earn not just one -half that
much ($1,155) but $1,295.
While space does not permit a discussion of the principles of financial
mathematics, it is readily apparent that under some conditions these principles
must be applied to arrive at a correct evaluation of comparative investments.
This would be true principally where the alternatives involve widely varying
time periods, or where a single proposal is to be evaluated in terms of a
specific desired rate of return and a long period of time is involved.
Special Considerations: 2. Income Taxes
If the replacement results in the abandonment or other disposal of the old
equipment at a substantial book loss, a tax benefit may be realized which will
have the effect of reducing the net additional cash investment in the replacement equipment and thus raise the rate of return provided by the anticipated
cost reduction. The amount of this benefit will depend on the company's tax
position at the time of disposal. On the other hand, the cost savings would
also be subject to a similar reduction. Since, however, the savings are expected
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to be realized over a number of years, the tax consequences therefrom are at
best a matter of prediction.
A different situation, where income tax considerations may affect a replacement decision adversely, is that involving a depreciable investment in which
the allowable rate for tax purposes appears to be lower than that provided
for in the replacement analysis. Thus, if the analysis were based on an economic life of five years and the allowable depreciation rate is based on ten
or more vears, tax considerations might affect the final answer.
Where the acquisition of long -life assets involves the use of new capital,
income tax considerations would also be important. If, for example, the management determined that a ten per cent net return should be the minimum
requirement for a project involving new funds, it is apparent that the earnings before taxes would have to be considerably in excess of that rate. On the
other hand, where a choice of alternative investments is to be made involving
the use of capital funds already available, it would not appear to be necessary
to consider the income tax factor since it is not a factor which will vary with
the choice. The same rate of tax is, in general, applied to all income.
Facts, Analysis —and Judgment
In closing it may be well to summarize what has been said in this paper.
One of management's primary responsibilities is the effective administration
of those company funds which are available for investment and to provide
funds as and when they are needed. With respect to investment in replacement assets for the purposes of cost reduction, it is management's function,
first, to determine the amount of the reduction to be expected and, second,
to determine whether or not this reduction provides a return on the investment
commensurate with that from possible alternative uses of the available funds
after making allowances for the related risks. In both cases, a large degree
of judgment is involved and a number of factors must be considered in addition to that of the immediate annual saving in outlay costs.
The difficulties inherent in this type of analysis are further complicated in
practice by the fact that the requests for funds for this purpose frequently originate with operating personnel who are not fully aware of all of these considerations and who are inclined to emphasize the immediate and obvious advantages of the change. Moreover, individual requests frequently represent
relatively small expenditures and for this reason tend to preclude careful
analysis at the top management level. Many companies find it expedient to
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delegate responsibility in these matters to lower levels of management and,
to do so effectively, they find it necessary to prescribe more or less arbitrary
rules or standards which serve to exclude the element of judgment from the
decisions.
It is, of course, unknown to what extent this practice results in failure to
realize potential profits because of undue conservatism or, on the other hand,
to what extent poor investments are made because of adherence to some arbitrary rule. In either case, however, the possibilities are such that top management should be fully aware of all of the factors involved in investment decisions of this type. The breakdown of the problem into its several component
parts is an important step in acquiring a full understanding of it. Such
breakdown serves to differentiate the measurable factors and those which involve assumptions. In making the decision management must not only have
the use of factual studies, but it also must be cognizant of the specific risks
entailed. In the final analysis, the ultimate test of such a decision rests on the
evaluation of these risks.
To the extent that the accountant has a voice in managerial decisions, he
has a joint responsibility along with the other members of management in
risk evaluation. As a technician, he also plays a very important role in these
decisions since he is responsible for the preparation of much of the factual
material. In discharging this obligation, he must use considerable ingenuity
because of the fact that the data frequently cannot be obtained directly from
the ordinary classification of accounts and also because much of the data is
based on expectations rather than actual past experience. The determination
of the effect on the company's cash position of proposed changes requires a
thorough knowledge of the company's operations and particularly of the effect
of a proposed change on that large element of cost which is represented by
the indirect cost.
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Punched Card Installations Must Be Planned
by JOHN L. MARLEY, JR.
Supervisor, Ernst & Ernst, Chicago, III.

The accountant to whose lot it falls to survey the Geld of internal
processes for punched card applications must be able to say "No ", the
present author states. The article proposes use of tabulation installations
wherever practicable and offers appraisal and planning techniques.

have a natural interest in the development of sound
machine accounting methods and furtherance of technical "know -how"
to improve results obtainable from punched card accounting equipment. All
accountants should be aware that tabulating equipment is not a "cure -all," but
an accounting tool to be intelligently used for the efficient solution of systematizing problems. As all business enterprises have inherent differences, no rule of -thumb approach is available to supplant the necessity of mastering the intricacies of machine accounting technique and assimilating the numerous procedural details required to advantageously solve management problems. The
end in view — prompt factual data of utility to management —can be developed
only from the firm basis of a sound installation.

M

OST ACCOUNTANTS

An Ern for "Preventive Spending"
The importance of machine accounting is accentuated by economic trends.
Labor rates and clerical salaries are now higher than at any former period in
history. Other costs have likewise increased, including corporate taxation. The
result of these trends has been the gradual increase in break -even points and
the necessity of maintaining high levels of production and sales to assure a
reasonable profit. One of the related questions is whether or not the unsettled
level of business activity will permit the carrying of high manufacturing, administrative and sales costs. Worker productivity levels in all the segments of a
company's activity are a doubtful factor. Yet the stability of the economic
structure will largely depend on a rise in productivity to offset cost increases.
In swnmary, the challenge for the future appears to be "the development of
planned programs for preventive spending."
The recent growth of machine accounting is indicative of the role the
method will take in aggressively contributing to the solution of management
problems. The last ten years have witnessed considerable increase in the amount
of accounting work handled on punched cards. To this, marked increase in
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both the number and size of business organizations during and since World
War II, has contributed. This industry growth has greatly expanded the paperwork volumes and spheres of accounting activity for all business to a point
where organizations which formerly would not consider machine accounting
now find sizable accounting applications justifying utilization of mechanical
equipment.
There has also been, within the last ten years, a concurrent increase in the
complexity of accounting work. This complexity is caused by increased government requirements and improved but more intricate techniques developed
by accounting groups of operating organizations. The techniques include
expense control programs, improved production control methods, expanded
operating reports, etc. and are symbolic of the larger volume of accounting work
now required to keep business abreast of competition. Figures for the growth
of clerical occupations emphasize the extent of this development. According to
the Bureau of the Census clerical occupations have shown expansions far
exceeding that of other groups. Comparisons of the number of employees
assigned to clerical tasks in ten -year periods discloses that this increase has never
been less than 29 per cent and, in some ten -year periods, increases as high as
50 per cent have occured as compared with the preceding ten -year period.
This growth in clerical occupations largely reflects the magnitude of accounting
problems now existing.
It is obvious both that the increase in clerical work has a sound basis and
that the cost of it shall be held in check. Clerical costs have increased from
50 per cent to 100 per cent or higher, in direct comparison with relatively
stable machine rental costs over the past ten years. Hence the strong appeal of
mechanical procedures. As clerical costs have increased, machine methods have
become more economical.
Growing Awareness of Clerical Producfivify Problems
In former years, the only organizations which would consider the use of
machine methods were those where the paperwork volumes were sufficiently
large to justify the acquisition of a complete tabulating installation. Within
recent years, however, there has been a remarkable growth in service bureaus
which provide machine advantages to small organizations on a "leased time"
basis. This approach often eliminates the necessity of accepting the fixed
charges incurred if a tabulating department is established. The result of this
activity has been beneficial in that many small organizations have been able to
obtain the advantages of punched card accounting without the attendant costs
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required for a complete installation. For these reasons, many more organizations have become exposed —so to speak —to machine accounting methods,
and management has become more cognizant of machine advantages.
Manufacturers of punched card accounting equipment have been extremely
active in engineering research and release of more flexible and efficient new
equipment. This activity permits the adaptation of machines to a wider number
of accounting applications. The prospect of future use of electronic equipment
is particularly encouraging, as the successful treatment of more complicated
formulae computations will be possible, particularly when applied to more intricate problems such as incentive pay rolls.
Within certain organizations it is possible to isolate for analysis those clerical operations in which the composition of the work has not changed between
1932 and the present. In many cases it is disturbing to note that present clerical
productivity may disclose alarming decreases when compared with 1932 performances. Conclusions forthcoming indicate that normal clerical productivity
tends to increase during depression periods and that, during periods of prosperity, there is less inclination on the part of clerical personnel to complete a full
day's work. This has played a part in increase of clerical operating costs. Conversely, comparison of machine speeds between 1932 and 1950 discloses increases due to improved equipment which place machine accounting on a more
favorable basis. Other clerical factors, such as absenteeism, clerical turnover,
etc., also tend to favor mechanization, and these factors are becoming important
when making method comparisons.
Balanced Judgment Needed in Mechanization Proposals
Such is the present general background as to the necessity for and usefulness of mechanical equipment. With the necessity of increasing worker productivity, reducing inventories and reducing operating costs, it is apparent there
is a challenge as to the course of action accountants will take in adapting
punched card methods for the purposes outlined. The primary function of
assuming day -to -day responsibilities of providing supervisory control over
previously established tabulating routines should not be underestimated. This
activity follows a line function of ascertaining that manpower and equipment
potentials are properly coordinated and utilized. It also requires adherence to
reasonable control over internal operating costs to assure that these costs are
in line with results.
A more aggressive and difficult role consists of intelligently advising management as to financial operating report preparation methods which machine acSE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0
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counting can best serve. This activity encompasses a combination line and staff
function for the purpose of reviewing accounting and record - keeping methods
outside the normally established perimeter of the tabulating department. This
role requires considerable management and accounting knowledge to augment
usual supervisory abilities. One of the main responsibilities consists of assuming a leading position in the development of procedure improvement programs.
This activity necessitates maintenance of stable judgment in advising management when tabulating should or should not be used. One of the most difficult
challenges that machine accountants must recognize is the development of that
courage required to say "No" when additional tabulating work is not advantageous to the entire organization.
Accountants whose special field is mechanization must energetically and realistically concentrate attention on clerical work simplification and the development of operating reports designed to increase worker productivity and expense
reduction. This activity places tabulating personnel directly in the field of management engineering, utilizing all tools available for the successful attainment
of objectives. The direction of these activities depends on the operating problems of the industry and the organization.
Potential Applications: Labor and Material Usage Reports
There are a number of fields in which the readily apparent opportunities for
mechanized applications are temptingly present and do offer real avenues of
progress. For example, improvements in labor distribution methods and labor
control reporting procedures to provide more comprehensive operating data
for the various management levels are much needed. The usual summarizations
of direct labor charges by order or operation, or indirect labor distributions by
account, must often be supplemented by more comprehensive comparisons of
actual performances against a predetermined standard or measure of activity.
Supporting reports, including analysis of direct labor performance in comparison
with lost man hours by reason, may be advantageously utilized to direct the
attention of mangement to those operations in which worker effectiveness can
be improved. Clerical costs of periodic reporting of this nature are often prohibitive, rendering mechanization to obtain this information as a by- product
of labor distribution routines one of the few courses of action available to obtain the data within reasonable cost limits.
Again the development of improved reporting methods covering productive
material usage by classification and preparation of timely operating reports required to control scrap, rejects, and salvage is a spot where help is called for.
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In cases where material makes up a large portion of the prime cost, tabulating
personnel can be of assistance in directing efforts toward improving the physical
control of inventory within the shop and adapting material reporting routines
to the characteristics of shop operations. The form of presentation is particularly important for scrap, rejects and salvage reporting. Where possible, efforts
should be directed to incorporate allowable scrap limits for more intelligent
comparisons with actual scrap material usages.
Potential Applications: Reporting of Indirect Costs
As a third matter the review of existing methods for the reporting of indirect material usage to ascertain trends and reasons for abnormal indirect material
expenditures above normally accepted limits may well be undertaken. The
proper introduction of a tabulating card for the recording of these usages and
access to a well integrated tabulating installation permits preparation of special
analyses for cost reduction purposes, often not possible with clerical methods.
These activities often uncover sizable cost reduction potentialities, which are
possible only if management recognizes that indirect usages are out of line with
accepted standards and takes corrective action.
It is the blending of fact- finding and summarization activities, matched with
an aggressive management improvement program, which ultimately results in
the successful reduction of indirect costs. Tabulating personnel must be cognizant of the degree of acceptability of reports as expressed by foremen and
supervisory personnel. Absence of acceptability can only increase operating costs
within the tabulating department without proportionate cost reductions in other
departments.
Expanding routines for reporting of factory and administrative expenses in a
form which can be compared with operating volume for the purpose of reducing variable costs is another task to be considered. The punching of tabulating
cards from expense vouchers or other source media for summarization and comparison with previous periods often discloses cost reduction possibilities normally overlooked. Comparison of such data with sales, or other accepted measures of activity, can go a long way toward directing management's attention to
expenses incurred which are out of line with operating volume. Concentration
on variable expenses usually offers immediate cost reduction possibilities and
forms a sound basis by which complete cost reduction and budgeting programs
can be inaugurated. In the same general direction, it is in order to scrutinize
office clerical routines in the interest of work simplification. Survey would inSE P T E M B ER , 1 9 5 0
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elude the routines for accounts payable, payables distribution, billing, pay rolls,
labor distribution, general ledger accounting, etc.
Potential Applications: Better Production Control
Review of production control routines for such applications as are inherently
advantageous on punched cards may be found desirable. Primary objectives
should be inventory reduction, reduction of manufacturing cycles, improving
customer deliveries through improved order control, etc. The elements of production control which offer greatest savings on tabulating equipment include
computation of component part and raw material requirements, development of
material control procedures for finished goods and in- process inventories, procedures for the computation of start dates for machine operations, and machine
load computations.
In many cases machine accounting may not be advantageously utilized to encompass all production control functions, but often segments of the production
control problem can be advantageously handled by machine methods. The intelligent use of punched cards in the field of production control requires extensive
and practical knowledge of shop operations. Past failures in using punched
cards have often been caused by attempts to alter relatively inflexible shop operations to conform with machine accounting techniques. The more successful
approach is the conversion of the more flexible machine methods to conform
with shop operations.
The adoption of a standard cost system in which objectives are established
for the manufacturing division in terms of product costs may also involve tabulation. The comparison of operating details of material, labor and expense to
reflect the operating efficiencies by departments is a work load well adapted to
machine accounting. Reports setting forth the variations computed provide the
means of closer control of operations, particularly when supplied currently.
Measuring Sticks for Machine Accounting Proposals
"Machine" accountants must recognize that definite measuring sticks are necessary for determining whether or not machine accounting is practical for a
known set of operating conditions. The reasons why tabulating may or may not
be practical might appear too numerous for accurate appraisal due to differences
in the product manufactured, industry factors, plant lay -out, organization structure, management opinions, comparative costs, etc. There are, however, certain
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general measuring sticks available to verify the soundness of the initial machine
approach and whether or not the contemplated program is practical and adaptable to the organization.
In the first place, management must accept machine accounting on its merits
and be able to aggressively stand behind the method to assure its successful
utilization. If unqualified assurance of the soundness of the machine accounting program is not given by management, activities should not be started. The
degree of management's acceptance will depend, in no small part, on the successful and factual approach tabulating personnel take in the appraisal of the
individual problems being considered.
The content and form of report information required by the organization
must be appraised to ascertain that machine accounting can be successfully
adapted. It is usually detrimental to the program if numerous elaborate steps
are taken to circumvent an operating disadvantage which can easily be eliminated by blending a combination of methods to produce report information
required. Management may take the stand that, if machine accounting is practical, it must be able to handle all conditions irrespective of the variables encountered. These conclusions may result in laborious machine measures to
handle the ten or fifteen per cent of the cases that may not be adaptable to
punched cards. In many cases, exploratory investigations into alternate methods
for the small percentage of variable cases not adaptable to machine methods
results in a more efficient co-ordinated operation. This must not, however, be
interpreted as saying that punched cards should be used for 85 per cent of the
total work. Differences depend upon individual conditions.
Making Comparisons with Former Methods
The machine accounting program should not be inaugurated without making
exhaustive computations as to comparative costs of machine methods with former methods. In some cases comparative operating costs may not be a major
factor but, if company -wide operating costs are to be reduced, intelligent appraisal of comparative costs is mandatory. Tabulating costs are dependent on
many factors in addition to the fixed charges for equipment and operating personnel. If the new program requires a new installation, the costs for comparison
are more easily determinable.
Cost comparisons must be made on a factual basis so that management is
adequately advised as to operating costs which will be incurred, including installation costs. Many hidden costs, including fringe employee benefits, require
SE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0
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considerable analytical work to prepare sufficiently comprehensive analyses to
disclose the comparative costs of various methods. Many machine accountants
are inclined to compute costs under one method for direct comparison of costs
with tabulating equipment without a thorough challenge of the purpose or need
for the present work. Investigations often disclose present costs can be curtailed
by elimination of outmoded or little used reports. This activity should be completed before direct cost comparisons are prepared.
One factor for comparison of machine accounting with other methods is the
determination of speeds for the release of report information. This factor may
directly affect the ability of the tabulating department to meet present requirements or may be the basis for using machine methods rather than other methods.
For example, if consideration is being given to applying punched cards to pay
roll, the fact that an organization may have three or four pre- determined pay
roll cut -off dates with a limited volume on each roll may be a disadvantage.
Staggered pay roll dates may be more adaptable to bookkeeping machine methods. However, if individual pay rolls are established and closed on the same
date, it is often more advantageous to use punched card accounting. Usually
punched card equipment can release accounting information faster and, if so,
this factor should be properly evaluated for presentation to management.
The inherent accuracy and internal control factors should not be overlooked.
As a certain number of clerical inaccuracies are inherent in all accounting procedures, the extent of these errors and their effect should be given careful attention. Good judgment must be exercised to determine the degree of accuracy
required. Abnormal amounts of clerical costs may be incurred, inadvertently,
by reviewing and rechecking for report accuracy when the expenditure of time
may not be justified. At other times, adequate internal control may be sacrificed,
supposedly for cost reduction purposes, and the value of the information may
be distorted and weakened in its use for comparative purposes. At all times
machine accountants must use care to ascertain that tabulating cards are adequately verified and proper control records are established to assure that subsequent tabulating operations are properly controlled.
If tabulating personnel recognize and use the above "measuring sticks," management can be assured that most of the important factors have been adequately
considered. However, certain accounting applications have conditions which
cannot be evaluated by the points covered above. At all times machine accounting personnel must be sensitive to the individual problems encountered and
guide their activities accordingly.
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Three Stages of a Tabulating Equipment Installation
When comparing the growth of tabulating installations, it is interesting to
note there are often certain cycles through which they tend to pass. These cycles
do not apply in all cases but occur often enough to indicate certain dangers
which exist. When planning machine accounting programs, it is desirable to
evaluate these possible dangers and plan corrective action accordingly.
The first stage of an installation consists of the initial survey and tentative
installation when management is considering the acquisition of tabulating
equipment of adaptation to one or more paper work operations. It is a period
of questioning by management and, for this reason, the initial planning must
usually be reasonably complete to offset the natural hesitance of management
to endorse the method. There are, however, cases when initial tabulating installations have not been properly planned, a fact which may be attributable in
part to the present day increase in business activity. There may be errors in overestimating operator performance, particularly in the early phases of development, and errors of underestimating machine requirements. Attention may be
diverted from thorough employee training and the benefits of outside training
methods may be overestimated.
The second stage is the expansion period when other accounting work is
added to the tabulating department after it has been established. Usually at
this point, acceptability has been established with management, and the organization is open to new ideas. Ready acceptance of machine methods appears to
reduce the pressure for thorough planning. It is at this time that personnel
responsible for procedure planning may be inclined to curtail effort. This stage
is also a period of equipment substitutions as additional machine capacities and
speeds are added to the equipment to improve internal operations.
Concurrently with these machine substitutions, machine costs of the installation start to rise. As an increased amount of machine capacity becomes available, aggressive planners start to look elsewhere for additional accounting work
to utilize idle machine time. Inadequate planning may result in the absorption
of marginal machine accounting work which may be handled equally as well
by other methods. This second stage thus becomes a period during which the
machine accountant finds it increasingly difficult to say "No" when additional
work is proposed. Seasoned machine operators may leave due to normal employee turnover and, if adequate procedure manuals have not been maintained,
new personnel may not receive adequate training.
The third stage, attainment of peak size, is the period when the largest number of dangers are encountered to jeopardize the future of the machine accountSE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0
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ing program. Machine substitutions or "gadgetitis," the addition of specialized
devices and auxiliary units, are overextended and machine costs pyramid accordingly. At this time there may be a complete lack of an operating plan and
the department may have a high percentage of idle machine time.
As additional fields of endeavor may not exist, the abnormal increases in
operating costs result in renewed doubts on the part of management. Complete
investigations are inevitable, resulting in curtailment of marginal applications
and attendant personnel and machine rental reductions. However, as work is
removed, costs may not be curtailed proportionately and the installation may
not favorably compare with other methods on the basis of operating cost. Under
these conditions, the reaction of management is obvious.
Planning the Future of Existing Installations
Regardless of the development stage of the tabulating installation, machine
accountants should utilize definite planning techniques for improvement of
machine methods. As the procedure planner is constantly concerned with procedure detail, the result may be to overestimate the degree to which management is familiar with this detail.
Thus, it is imperative that planning personnel develop complete written
analyses of present operations, including operating process sheets, summarized
work volumes, form analyses, and summaries of clerical and /or machine hours,
to provide the factual information covering present operating methods. This
information is necessary to provide a factual foundation for present operations to serve as the basis for formulating possible improved routines. The information compiled should be concise, and readily understandable, so that operating difficulties encountered can be properly evaluated. Secondly, all machine
accounting programs contemplated should be accompanied by a summary of
objectives and conclusions in line with the measuring sticks provided.
Proposed alternate methods should be prepared in writing, including supporting process analyses and, if possible, augmented by flow charts, so that management can easily comprehend the work simplification elements and report content
recommended in lieu of present results. As comparative cost is a large factor
in the determination of any procedure methods change, it is mandatory that
dependable recapitulations of comparative operating costs be prepared in sufficient detail to substantiate all procedure recommendations. The contemplated
installation program should cover all procedure elements, including the conversion time required. The amount of additional clerical assistance required
during the conversion period should be accurately estimated and incorporated.
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A concise check list of miscellaneous items becomes helpful in effecting the
procedure changes.
The submission of the above in the detail outlined requires considerable
effort on the part of the procedure planner. If the individual responsible for
the program is not "detail minded" and is not willing to accept the responsibility for doing a thorough planning job, numerous factors may be overlooked.
There is no easy road by which procedure changes can be effected. The expenditure of adequate work in the planning stage results in gratifying procedure
conversion cost reductions and eventual reduction of operating costs after the
program has' been launched.
After procedure conversions are effected, it is mandatory for the machine
accountant to develop adequate operating records to assure continued efficient
operation by tabulating personnel. As operating procedures cannot remain
static, it is necessary that complete reviews be made periodically to maintain
operating procedures, wiring diagrams, operating schedules, etc., in a current
status.
Machine accountants should consider the tabulating installation as a machine
shop within which machine operations must be performed on a predetermined
schedule to meet specified due dates. Report completion date schedules are
commitments that must be religiously met. For these reasons, all reports must
be recorded and ranked by due date for the guidance of operating personnel.
Secondary or auxiliary machine operations must be supported by time analyses
and schedules to provide the basis for adequate supervisory follow -up.
The development of the most workable procedures, flow charts, schedules,
machine time analyses, process sheets, and summaries of operating costs invite
ingenuity on the part of the planner in compiling the information. The success
of the work depends in no small part on the individual interest of the planner
in intelligently working with source data and personnel in an orderly manner.
Where The Matter Stands
The success of the accountant in appraising and carrying out machine installations will largely depend on individual ability to apply machine accounting
techniques to the current problems of management. These management problems are largely influenced by present day economic factors requiring emphasis on
increased worker productivity, reduced inventories and reduced operating costs.
As said earlier, these objectives present a realistic challenge to machine accountants to direct their efforts to "develop planned programs for preventive
spending."
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The part that machine accounting will play in this activity will continue to
increase, but successful attainment of broad objectives will largely depend on
how the accountant adapts the method to the individual problems of the organization. There are definite fields of endeavor for cost reduction existing within
all organizations. Cost reduction efforts should be directed toward work simplification and the development of improved operating reports. Management
requires accurate summarizations of cost elements with comparisons against
measures of acceptable performance.
Intelligent appraisal of how machine accounting can be advantageously applied to these fields requires the continued use of measuring sticks for comparative purposes. Irrespective of the stage of growth of the machine program,
there are certain dangers which may jeopardize the success of the individual
projects. Developing sound planning techniques and energetically utilizing
these planning tools is mandatory for the successful culmination of the program.
On the broad picture, machine accounting is closely related to the requirements posed by many of management's unsolved problems. The emphasis
which must be placed in reduced operating costs calls for detailed information
to be obtained on a controlled cost of compilation basis. Here punched card
equipment may often fill the bill if the principles of its effective use are properly observed.
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What Cost Reduction Means in Distribution
by LAWRENCE L. ELLIS
Staff Associate, Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Chicago, III.
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Cutting distribution costs to the bone may merely choke the
goods. However, as the accompanying article points out, adoption
positive viewpoint toward appraisal
distribution efforts may lead
either relative or absolute reduction
costs. Nine principal areas
possible action are considered with this in mind.

to the distribution cost problem will bring greatest
profit results. Our objective should be to realize more sales volume from
the same sales force, more sales per territory, and larger average orders. It
should be our aim to get more value for each dollar spent, rather than to reduce
total expenditures. If an analysis of the situation indicates that increased distribution expenditures, wisely made, will result in lower prices to consumers,
then we should not hesitate to recommend such a course of action. And yet the
sound principles of cost analysis apply in distribution just as they do in production.
They are:

A

POSITIVE APPROACH

1. Objective fact finding.

4. Measurement of variations from standards.

2. Analysis.
3. Establishment of standards.

5. Correction of out -of -line performance.

However, in this article, it is our intention to by -pass procedure and organization for control of distribution costs and to find what opportunities exist to
reduce them, remembering always that the positive approach is the sound one.
Distribution includes all activities involved in the progression of goods from
producer I:o consumer. The opportunities for reduction of distribution costs,
the wiser use of distribution funds, are many and varied. The most important
ones are nine in number. Each will be considered in turn in the remainder of
this article. They are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Revision of product lines.
Revision of distribution channels.
Eliminatiol of unprofitable territories.
Selective selling.
Improvement in distribution methods.

6.
7.
8.
9.

Increasing the effectiveness of selling efforts.
More effective advertising and promotion.
Reduction of inventory investment.
Study of the price structure.

Revision of Product Lines
Many lines include items which lag behind in sales volume. Frequently they
represent package or size variations, originally introduced to meet a specific
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competitive situation, which have been carried along for years. A study of the
product line of one company indicated that 70 per cent of the items were special non - standard items with high selling costs and small margins. Originally
added to match competition, leading competitors had long since eliminated them.
The product line analysis shown as Exhibit 1 disclosed that as few as nine
items out of 23 in the line were accounting for 83 per cent of sales and 90 per
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EXHIBIT 1
Analysis of Sales by Product Lines

cent of the profits. Since production facilities were common, the remaining items
were merely taking up production capacity which otherwise could have been
devoted to the more profitable lines. The attempt to produce items the market
will not absorb in profitable volume is an economic waste. If the efforts of
cost accountants in the entire field of distribution costs produced nothing more
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than the elimination of this deterrent to effective distribution, they would be
well worth while.
Cost accountants should also be on the alert for product development plans
which may involve adding new products. Many manufacturers may be tempted
to introduce items which cannot be marketed readily in the same manner as those
in the regular line. Scientific analysis of all the marketing factors involved before new product development is started is good insurance against costly distribution experiments.

Revision of Distribution Channels
Many manufacturers, through education and assistance, are constantly increasing the efficiency with which their particular lines are being distributed. This
improvement can be accelerated by those manufacturers who are able and willing to use cost analysis on this phase of their distribution.
There are manufacturers who successfully sell their output direct to consumers. In some instances the technical aspects or the service problem incident
to the product makes such a setup essential. Such lines usually are of comparatively limited volume and lack of keen competition makes it possible to provide
wide profit margins. In the early stages of mechanical refrigeration direct sales
effort was used. Salesmen went to the home to make the sale. As the product
was perfected mechanically and popularized, more and more people sought out
the distributor or branch. Eventually many of the sales became `over -thecounter" transactions until today department stores, furniture stores, and appliance shops depend almost exclusively on "walk -in" sales.
The complexity of the cost problem with respect to distribution channels may
be illustrated by the case of one company with which I am acquainted. It has
only a single salesman on the payroll. The product is marketed through commission men and thence through wholesalers and, finally, retailers. Each makes
a profit on the product yet, in this particular case, a sales organization maintained by the manufacturer, selling either to wholesalers or to retailers, would
increase the price of the product to the consumer.
Many companies are increasing profits by changing or multiplying distribution channels. But mistakes can easily be made. One company had been using
four types of distribution. It sold to jobbers. It operated its own wholesale
outlets to retailers. It sold direct from factory to retailers in some communities.
It sold through commission men. In some instances these various forms of distribution were competing with one another. Obviously this confused distribution was expensive and wasteful. Each resulted in a different profit to the company on any one product.
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Elimination of Unprofitable Territories
Many companies strive for national distribution without considering its cost.
Others which do not have national distribution are selling in territories which
are relatively unprofitable. A territorial cost analysis of one company indicated
that three of its territories were high cost territories. It was selling in these
territories only because competitors had invaded the original territory of the
company. It chose to meet competition in this manner and found it quite expensive. An analysis of territories will disclose those that are costly to exploit.
Apart from the process of selling, the cost of getting the product to the territory, or the distribution of the product to user or consumer within the territory,
may be comparatively expensive.
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EXHIBIT 2
Analysis of Costs by Territories

A territorial cost analysis, exemplified in Exhibit 2, will permit comparison
with the average cost in all territories. Thus attention can be directed to the
highest cost territories. As costs are reduced in these, the average changes and
other territories appear in the high cost group. This provides a continuous pro42
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gram for cost reduction effort. As to new territories, they should be selected
only after a careful analysis of the market potential. The intensity of competition, the cost of transportation, and the cost of obtaining a profitable share of
the potential must be considered. Selection should be based on facts, with the
objective of intensive selling of profitable markets rather than extensive selling
of expensive markets.
Selective Selling
A careful analysis of customers and the cost of selling them and servicing
their orders will disclose many surprising situations in which such cost may
actually exceed the total margin obtained from product sales. Sometimes the
orders are too small to be processed and filled at a profit. Special handling or
shipping requirements may eat up the profit on the transaction. The cost of
serving and selling an account may be all out of proportion to its profit potentialities. The skilled cost analyst will not be content to accept these conditions
on the explanation that they are necessary in order to have complete coverage
of the market. He will rightfully question whether there is any such thing as
complete coverage under any condition and will be the first to demonstrate
that handling a volume of unprofitable business is too high a price to pay for
a nebulous object.
In studying the relative profitability of customers, it is necessary to determine
the break -even point, at which distribution costs and gross margins are equal.
This will lead to the establishment of the minimum order which the company
can accept profitably. The results of a customer profitability cost analysis may
indicate that a great share of the total profit of the company results from a relatively small percentage of total orders and that a small, but nevertheless important, percentage of orders results in a loss. Such an analysis is shown in
Exhibit 3. With this knowledge, salesmen should concentrate efforts on bringing all orders up to the minimum. Some incentive might be devised to stimulate such efforts. If methods cannot be devised to reduce handling costs, it
may be advisable to establish premium charges for such orders. Frequently, it
may be found that it is more profitable to eliminate those customers consistently
ordering in small quantities.
Improvement In Distribution Methods
Shipping, handling and warehousing methods provide another field for cost
investigation. Company warehouses must be studied. Are they advantageously
located? Do they contribute to the marketing function by improving the service
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Analysis of Profit by Size of Orders
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comparative figures will point out the efficient methods which result in lower
costs in some of the company warehouses. A study of various types of shipping
and delivery facilities may disclose opportunities to reduce such expenses. If
the company operates its own trucks, comparative costs per mile arid per stop
and per dollar of merchandise delivered may be developed. Routing methods
should also come in for scrutiny. These avenues usually offer opportunities for
increasing efficiency. Obviously the problems require skilled cost analysis.
Increasing the Effectiveness of Selling Efforts
Analysis of costs and profits by salesmen should be helpful to sales management in the improvement of selling efficiency. The territories of goad salesmen
may be inefficiently laid out. Traveling expenses may be high. Actual time
spent in selling may be small in comparison to traveling time. Profit analysis
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by salesmen will disclose those who are selling the easy items with generally
lower margins. One company improved sales volume materially and reduced
selling expenses by establishing six simple standards for measurement of sales
effort, which were then incorporated in reports required of salesmen. These
were:
1. Minimum number of calls per day.
2. Ratio of orders obtained to calls made.
3. Dollar value of average order.

4. Average margin per order.
5. Average monthly sales per account.
6. Average traveling expense per sales dollar.

If a salesman was making many calls but not taking sufficient time to do a
good selling job, his calls per day were high but the order -call ratio dropped.
On the other hand, if fewer calls were made or reported, in order to boost the
order -call ratio, the number of calls per day decreased. Perhaps a salesman is
calling frequently and successfully but is receiving only small orders. This situation is revealed by the average order report. The salesman who is selling the
easy items generally has a low average margin per order. Infrequent coverage
of accounts is usually indicated by a low monthly average sales per account.
The sixth report, of course, puts the finger on the high expense men.
In using standards of performance of this type, it is essential that they be
thoroughly understood by the salesmen. It is also essential that salesmen receive
accurate and prompt reports of results. If such standards are used by sales management as a basis for counsel and advice directed toward improvement of individual performance, they should contribute materially to the reduction of direct
selling expense ratios.
The effect of the sales compensation plan on distribution costs should be
studied. Frequently compensation is the largest single item of distribution expense and, if the plan is straight commission, there is little opportunity to improve the expense ratio with increased volume.
More Effective Advertising and Promotion
The measurement of the effectiveness of advertising and promotion expenditures is one of the most difficult tasks which management faces. However, there
are certain fundamentals in use of these costs which minimize hazards and
waste. Advertising should be closely coordinated with sales activity. It should
be concentrated in those territories in which management has found it profitable to sell. Advertising should feature those items in the line which combine
the widest popular appeal with the best profit possibilities.
Much of the measurement of advertising effectiveness is, of necessity, outside
the activity of the cost accountant. It should be within his province, however,
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to assist in a determination of the proper allocation of promotion cost! to products and territories and to compare such costs with sales results. Analysis of
costs and profits, by products, territories, customers, orders, and sale;.men will
assist sales management in planning profitable promotion and in getting the
most for the advertising dollar.
Reduction of Inventory Investment
Another, though less direct, means of reducing distribution costs is through
reduction of company investments in inventories. Most managements recognized
the seriousness of the inventory situation that existed at the close of 1948. During the last six months of that year, total inventories had increased six and a
half billion dollars, about half of which represented increases in cost s. Consequently, many companies devoted a great deal more attention to inventory control during 1949. As a result, total inventories were considerably reduced last
year. However, the present inventory situation throughout the country is one
which should be watched closely.
The very fact that some shortages in consumer goods continue to exist indicates that present inventories, particularly manufacturers' inventories, are unbalanced. Many companies will suffer from inventory indigestion if this condition is not corrected quickly. The elimination from the line of unprofitable
products, which are generally slow movers, will reduce inventory inNestment to
some extent. However, careful planning and coordination of production and
sales efforts are required to prevent inventory losses from obsolescence or
from price declines.
Study of the Price Structure
An accurate allocation of both production and distribution costs to products
will contribute greatly to profits, if prices are adjusted to provide required
margins above these costs. In the case of the company referred to earlier in
which 70 percent of the items in the line were special items, an accurate allocation of costs disclosed that many of these items were being sold at a loss.
In this case, prices were susceptible of being adjusted to profitable levels.
In many instances, however, product prices are strongly influenced by competition. Even though necessary adjustments of prices cannot be made, it is
helpful to management to know what the correct product costs and margins
are. It may be possible to shift sales effort and advertising and promotion
expenditures to more profitable products. Assistance to management in the
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analysis of price structure through an accurate allocation of both production and
distribution costs to products is a desirable objective.
The Function of the Cost Accountant
The present discussion of some of the more important opportunities for reduction of distribution costs has emphasized the need for cost analysis. Each of the
nine opportunities covered requires an analysis and allocation of distribution
costs. It was not the goal of this discussion to outline the mechanics of cost
accounting for these purposes. The cost analyst, skilled in the analysis and
control of manufacturing costs, will find that the same principles apply to distribution costs and that the same techniques can be used successfully. In studying the effects of eliminating products from the line, of trimming territories, or
of selective selling, he will find that the principle of fixed and variable expense
applies. He will find that control through establishment of standards and measurement of variances is just as effective as in the production area. He will find
that control reports are an effective management tool and that management
action is required to correct out -of -line performance.
There is natural impatience with the attitude of complacency with which
distribution expense is accepted by some managements as compared to the
scrutiny applied to manufacturing costs. In fact, analytical curiosity about
what happens to the distribution dollar has frequently tended to keep cost accountants from enjoying universal popularity with sales people.
The cost accountant will need to study distribution techniques and practices.
The time is at hand when sales management needs his assistance. The necessity
of maintaining high volume production will inevitably increase competition and
the need for increased efficiency in distribution of products will increase as
competition increases. This will require factual cost analysis as a basis for more
careful planning and control of distribution expenditures. The greatest opportunity to increase company profits during the next few years lies in the distribution field. It is in this field, therefore, that the cost accountant will find the
greatest opportunity to be of service to his company.
• The objective of every business should be to give more value to more people
at less cost. The companies which will make the greatest profits during the
next few years are those which are determining today ways and means of improving and increasing the effectiveness of their distribution dollars.
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CIRCULAR STAIRCASE DEALS
To secure added work ing capita l, a number of businesses, especially department
stores, have sold fixed assets (principally
land and buildings) to insurance companies
and educational institutions and then have
immediately taken a long -term lease on
these properties from the purchaser. The
leases usually call for a fixed annual rental
which will amortize a portion of the principal of the loan and give the lessor a return on the unamortized principal.
Generally, a footnote disclosure of the
pertinent details of the sale and the lease
is presented on the ba lance sheet at the end
of the year in which the sale occurred. In
succeeding years no mention of the lease
obligations is found on the balance sheet
of ma ny companies while in others a footnote similar to the first one is found.
Showing the facts by footnote should not
be objectionable so long as all the facts
are given, but there is no justification for
failure to include a footnote about the
lease obligation in years after the first.
LEON M. NAD, Philadelphia

A WIZ ARD IN THE WINGS
The
technological advancements in
mechanized accounting have not kept pace
with the demand resulting from increased
requirements for financial data by management and regulatory government bureaus.
Experimental work on electronic apparatus
is in an advanced stage and in many specific
instances has been reduced to practice. However, today's specialized accounting systems
call for the transfer of electronic bookkeeping methods from the labora tory to the office without delay. This "transfer" can be
accomplished in the immediate future if
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accountants will make known their needs
and coordinate their thinking; with the ideas
advanced by electronic research scientists.
J. H. PFLIEGER, Jr., Philadelphia

FIRST THINGS FIRST
In a company there may be three hundred items of significant co!t factors developed in the course of a month. Of these,
there may perhaps be fifty items of variances sufficient to be brought to the attention of sub - management levels. Of these
fifty items, there may be bi t fifteen items
which require the attention of top management. With these reported, ranagement can
immediately direct its attention to the weak
spots. When they are attended to, management may then proceed to other matters
without worry, knowing that in all other
respects the company is proceeding according to planned schedule and will earn its
satisfactory profit —and stay in business.
C. ROBERI ANGEL, Lansing

AHEAD OF THE EXPEDITER
The bottleneck center will have a properly proportioned bu dget with a chance for
the accountant to watch its operation and
the opportunity to give the wa rning signal
when poor efficiency in this center retards
the other units.
I believe that the advantige of spotting
the bottleneck center in budgeting creates
several advantages:
1. Accountants can warn management
that there is su ch a bcttleneck. If inefficiency develops, output and profits
elsewhere are affected,
2. Studies can be made in order to
speed up operations through these
centers.
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN
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3. Sound labor and expense rates are
determined for setting costs and
prices.

place the responsibility for its conservation
in the hands of a capa ble staff which will
maintain a constant surveillance over it.
RALPH T. CHAMBERLAIN, Greenwich

These thoughts do not refer to operations which run part time during normal
output. They do include all other centers
through which goods must flow. In my
opinion, ferreting out the bottleneck points
will add strength to the budget.
LESLIE A. CHAPIN, Springfield

CAREFUL NOW — THAT'S INVENTORY
In spite of the fact that inventory is a
larger asset than cash in the a verage manufacturing plant, it is relegated to a position
of secondary importance and seems to receive much less consideration than cash or
accounts receivable. A cordon of clerks,
bookkeepers, cashiers and internal auditors
sta nds gu ard over the ca sh, bu t who knows
wha t the inventory is worth toda y?
Most companies probably age their receivables and set up reserves for doubtful
accounts or make periodical charge -offs. Depreciation schedules for office furniture and
fixtures as well as plant and equipment, are
religiously adhered to. But what is done
about deterioration and obsolescence of raw
materials, work -in- process, and finished
goods? The cash and checks that comprise
bank deposits do not depreciate from day
to day, but every item of inventory on the
shelves or in the bins is one da y nea rer to
the dreaded stage of obsolescence every day.
The most proficient systems of perpetual
inventory control, material requisition and
periodic physical inventory will not of
themselves prevent serious inventory shrinkage. Business heads should elevate this
important asset to a major ranking and
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THE PASSING OF LIGHTLESS
LIGHTING
Upon reading the article "Office Working Conditions Are Cost Factors" written
by Francis T. Knouss, in the May 1950
N. A.C. A. Bulletin, I felt a compulsion to
write a rather brief paper eulogizing the
writer for his extremely thoughtful han.
dling of a very significant subject which is
almost completely overlooked in many organizations today.
The section on lighting, sound control,
and air - conditioning was of particular interest to the writer. The statement "existing
illumination in many offices served only to
keep the clerks from running into filing
cabinets or falling over waste baskets" recalled a similiar experience. In this case the
office was equipped with a light fixture
containing a 150 -or 200 -watt incandescent
bulb which was adorned, possibly for decorative effect, with a so- called reflector
which was very carefully designed to prevent any of the light reaching the desk top.
These fixtures, which were probably called
something like indirect lighting at the tu rn
of the century, were casually spotted around
the working area of the general office and
it is very doubtful if they supplied a maximum of 10 foot candles at working level.
This arrangement was replaced about
three years ago with fixtures which contain
the instant cold cathode eight foot tubes
which were carefully selected to develop
between 45 and 50 foot candles at working
A. D. WOOD, Sangamon Volley
level.
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Profit Analysis by Customers and Products
by WILLIAM H. YURKEE
Member of Engineering Staff, Scovell, Wellington & Co., Springfield, Mass.

Absorption rater for distribution costs are suggested in this article,
to be applied primarily for information as to relative profitability of
products, customer groups, and territories. Bases of allocation of torts
not direct to customer or product are also presented.

assure himT self that his merchandising efforts yield the greatest possible toprofit:
HE RE T AI L M E R CHAN T M A Y AS K T H E F OL LO WI N G QU E S T I ON S

1. Shall I add this new item to my line?
2. Is this item or group of items profitable?
3. Which items in this group are unprofitable, and shall I eliminate them
from my line?
4. To what extent shall I advertise in the local papers?
As the above points indicate, the retailer is concerned only with product or
commodity profitability, as he cannot choose his customers or his territory. However, the wholesaler, also interested in commodity profitability, is interested in
customer and territory profitability too. He may well ask the following additional questions:
1. Will the business be more profitable with or without certain customers?
2. What size of order is the most profitable and what is the minimum size
I should accept?
3. Are all of my customers purchasing the most profitable items?
4. Shall I eliminate this or that territory?
5. Are my salesmen adequately covering their respective territories?
6. Generally, is there misdirected marketing effort, excess distribution costs,
or inefficient sales personnel?
7. Shall I increase or decrease my inventory?
The manufacturer's problems in the field of distribution include most of the
anxieties of the retailer and wholesaler and he must consider as well, the effect
on his unit manufacturing costs that radical changes in his distribution activities
will bring. Elimination of unprofitable sales or customers, without substitution,
and /or the reduction of finished goods inventories would result in smaller production runs in the factory, thereby increasing the unit cost of manufacturing
and decreasing gross profit margins.
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Answers Lie in Product, Customer and Territory Costs
In order to provide answers to the comprehensive set of questions which it
thus falls to manufacturing management to ask, it is necessary to determine with
some degree of accuracy the distribution costs applicable to a product or class
of products, to a customer or class of customers and to a territory or to a unit
of sale. The underlying problem is one of allocation and the determination of
distribution cost factors which can be used to allocate distribution costs by
products, customers, and territories in order that gross margins of profit can
be charged therewith and net profit margins determined. When this is accomplished„ the relative profitability of products and customers is determinable.
There is a sense of uncertainty when distribution cost accounting is viewed.
We often do not know what we want to do or, even if we know what we want,
we are not sure just how to accomplish it. Nevertheless, in spite of the complexity of distribution cost accounting, distribution cost factors can be determined with enough accuracy so that, when applied for the determination of
product and /or customer profitability, the results are such that management can
change or make decisions of policy in the conduct of the business.
Procedure for Distribution Cost Rates
The same basic techniques and methods used to determine scientific manufacturing overhead rates may be used in determining standard distribution expense rates. The purpose of manufacturing overhead rates is to allocate to product a proper share of the indirect manufacturing expenses as the product passes
through the various functional activities of a plant. In like manner the purpose of distribution cost rates is to allocate to product and /or customer, the indirect expenses of the various functions employed in the distribution cycle. The
first step is to break down the expenses of distribution by their nature or object
of expenditure. The second step is to separate the items of expense which can
be charged directly to product, customer, or territory. The third step is to set
up the functional classifications necessary to allocate the indirect expenses. The
fourth step is to determine the basis of allocation of these indirect distribution
costs to commodity and /or customer.
In developing the first step, a budget can be set up by the same classifications
of expense as is used in the general accounting system. The amount to be
budgeted for each classification of expense should be determined from a study
of the company's experience for a year (or other period regarded as typical),
and modified wherever necessary to conform with expected conditions. The
second step earmarks for direct charge, when required for a particular study,
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any item of expenditure specifically incurred for a particular commodity, customer or territory. For example: advertising and sales promotion expense for
a particular commodity, special packing and handling for a particular customer,
warehouse or branch office expense of particular territories and sales manager's
salaries for each type of sales outlet, etc.
The third and fourth steps are developed at the same time. The functional
classifications of distribution expenses to be used by any manufacturer should
be based on a study of the marketing activities performed by the company. It is
very important that the functional classification be sufficiently detailed so that
the work performed in any one function will be of the same general kind,
thereby permitting the use of a single factor of allocation.
About Allocation of Distibution Costs
Exhibit 1 illustrates preferred bases for a manufacturer's allocation of distribution expenses to commodities and customers.
BASES OF MANUFACTURER'S ALLOCATION OF DISTRIBUTION
EXPENSES TO COMMODITIES AND CUSTOMERS
Bases of allocation
Functional —cost groups

To commodities

1. Investment in finished goods
2. Storage of finished goods
3. Inventory control, finished
goods
4. Order assembly (handling)

Average inventory value
Floor space occupied
Number of invoice lines

5. Packing and shipping
6. Transportation
7. Selling

8. Advertising
9. Order entry
10. Billing
11. Credit extension
12. Accounts receivable

To customers
(Not allocated)
(Not allocated)
(Not allocated)

Number of standard handling
Number of invoice lines
units
Weight or number of shipping units
Weight or number of shipping units
Analysis of time
Number of sales calls
spent by
salesmen
Cost of space, etc., of specific product advertising
Number of invoice lines
Number of orders
Number of invoice lines
Number of invoice lines
(Not allocated)
Average amount outstanding
(Not allocated)
Number of invoices posted

EXH IBI T 1

Thus, with budgeted amounts for distribution costs and bases of allocation
established, we are in a position to develop rates for allocation of these costs
to products or customers to disclose relative profitability. The next point for
consideration is this. Shall we in fact make a full cost allocation of each functional
cost group to commodities and customers in order to arrive at a "net profit" or shall
we make a partial allocation to customers or commodities because the costs of cer32
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tain functions are not being used to capacity by either customers or commodities
and therefore would not be affected by either substitution or addition of sales
in the short run? There are several disadvantages in the full allocation method.
The full allocation procedure is more difficult than a partial allocation, as it
involves the arbitrary assignment on the basis of sales volume of some indirect
expenses not being used to capacity. This may have the effect of making some
commodities and customers with large sales volume and low percentages of
gross margin appear to be relatively unprofitable.
Those who advocate full cost allocation feel that if they know the total
or "real" cost of distribution, they can arrive at the proper selling price by
merely adding the desired net profit. However, if such a pricing policy completely ignores demand, it may be worse than one which is not based on any
knowledge of costs. Sales volume may be lower, so that costs per unit may not
be covered even at the higher prices.
Thus, in the application of the rates developed considerable judgment must
be used to allow for particular circumstances of a business. In some cases, the
functional -cost groups, not ordinarily allocated to commodities and likewise
those not usually allocated to customers (see Exhibit 1) may be utilized at near
capacity and should, therefore, be allocated on a fair basis.
Studies of Relative Profitability
With rates of allocation established, studies can be made of the relative
profitability of classes of product, classes-of customers, individual products and
commodities, units of sale, territories, etc. The objective is to charge the class
of product, class of customer, product, commodity or terrritory with the cost
of its share of the variable activity of each functional -cost group, that is, the
cost of the portion of the variable marketing effort for which it is responsible.
For this reason the bases given in Exhibit 1 are to be regarded as tentative,
pending careful review of a particular company's situation.
The identification of the variable activity which is involved in each functional -cost group and the broad relationship between the functional costs as a
whole and the characteristics of products, customers, and territories are often
evident from study. Some functional activities vary according to certain characteristics of the commodity and are not greatly effected by customer characteristics. Others vary primarily according to certain customer characteristics,
regardless of what product is being sold. As regards other functional -cost
groups, the broad relationship between these costs and product and customer
characteristics is more complicated.
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Specifically, a determination of the relative profitability of classes of customers will be as follows:
1. To each class of customers will be allocated
its share of each of the functional cost groups.
2. Each class of customers will be charged with
any direct costs applicable to that class of
customers.
3. From the total sales of each class of customers
will be subtracted the total cost of goods sold

to arrive at the gross margin for each class.
4. From the gross margin of each class will be
subtracted the sum of the variable costs determined in (1) and the direct costs determined
in (2).
5. The result will be the excess of gross margin
over costs.

At this point an arbitrary allocation of functional -cost groups not applicable to customer activity (such as storage of finished goods) may be made to
arrive at "net profit." Otherwise, the sum total of the excess of gross margin
for all classes of customers must cover the sum total of the unallocated costs.
Action on Unprofitable Business
After all of the unprofitable sales segments have been identified, it is necessary for the manufacturer to decide what action he should take to maximize
the profits of the business. Studying the functional costs, setting up standard
unit costs for each function, comparing standard with actual costs, and analyzing
the variances, may indicate many opportunities for cost reduction and control.
Some other courses of action that can be adopted are as follows:
1. Reduce the finished goods inventories.
2. Simplify the line.

4. Increase or decrease expense.
5. Change channels of distribution.

3. Repackage the product.

6. And many others.

If the profits cannot be increased by any of the foregoing courses of action,
it then may be necessary to eliminate the unprofitable commodities and customers. If this course of action is necessary, the allocation of the distribution
costs to the unprofitable commodities and customers will have to be segregated
into variable and fixed portions. Obviously the fixed costs will continue after
the sales are dropped. Finally, the fixed costs, thus unearned, will have to be
reallocated to the profitable sales and reconsideration given to the entire study.
Three Cases In Point
This whole subject, important as it is and relatively clear as it can be made,
does become nebulous when it gets to the point of results. Hence it may be
very much in order to close our presentation with a brief description of several
studies made of distribution costs.
Several years ago, special cost studies were concluded by a papeterie manuSd
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facturer. As the work progressed, it was suspected that the company was not
securing as great a net profit on its sales to chain stores as it was on its sales
to jobbers, retailers and department stores. After a special study of the problem, the results clearly indicated that the total of distribution costs per dollar of
sales was greater when selling through jobbers, retailers and department stores
than it was on chain store business, but the difference in gross profit more than
offset the difference in distribution costs. As the result of the study, the company gradually shifted its sales to jobbers, retailers and department stores.
Special studies of product lines and customer profitability were made by a
manufacturer of knitted fancy designed sweaters, sport shirts, and other knit
goods. Most of the products were sold to a few special customers who handled
a complete line with various styles and designs under their own label. At the
beginning of each season, each customer selected certain items and designs
as exclusive with themselves under an agreement with the company. These
special customers often requested that one or more items be classed as leaders
and sold at a lower price. A special study of gross profit by customers showed
a wide difference of profitability, caused principally by the small markup on
the special numbers. When the net results of the study were pointed out to
the most unprofitable customers, they were willing to pay a little higher price
on certain items in the line in order to benefit by a lower price on the leaders.
In the ease of a fine paper manufacturer, special cost studies were made to determine the profitableness of certain customers. Several jobbing customers who
purchased the regular lines of paper frequently requested special runs of paper
made at or near the same price as the regular grades. The studies revealed that,
when all special and extra costs incurred in the special runs were charged
direct to the customers involved, four of the customers showed a net loss and
several others were at a break -even point. Three of the jobbers decided to
place their business with other paper manufacturers. One of these later recognized the unprofitability of the accounts.
The Pivotal Position of Distribution Costs
A large part of the sales made by a business firm may be unprofitable, even
though the business as a whole shows a profit. Accurate gross profit margins
are readily determined in the three levels of business, retailing, wholesaling
and manufacturing. Therefore, the answer to uncertainties as to profitability
must lie in the field of distribution costs. Properly developed costs of distribution by product lines and customer lines, applied to gross profit margins, will
result in reliable net profit and relative profit margins.
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Is Your Head Office Necessary?
by JOHN S. RENNOLDS
Partner, Baker, Brydon, Rennolds and Whitt, Richmond, Va.

Pre - occupation with problems of operations can obscure defects in
organizational setup. An outstanding example of this is afforded by
the accompanying article which relates the circumstances of a case in
which the reasons for maintaining a head office apart from the area
of company operations proved, on analysis, to be lets than compelling.

E

of a business having more than one location
is confronted with the problem of deciding where the accounting work is

VE R Y A C C OU N T IN G EX E C UT I V E

to be performed.
It is a basic requirement that transactions must be recorded at the location
where they occur. For example, the receiving ticket must be made at the plant
receiving the material, the production record must be prepared at the factory
producing the goods, and when the goods are shipped the shipping records must
originate at the shipping point. Once having recorded the original data, a decision must be made as to where this data is to be classified, accumulated, analyzed, and assembled into report form. Herein is the problem.

The Executive Organization
The case background for this paper is drawn from the experience within recent years of a large leaf tobacco company. The head office of the company was
located in New York City and a principal branch office was located in Virginia
at a point where two large processing plants were operated. Processing plants
and plant offices were also situated at ten other locations in Virginia, and immediately adjoining states. During the buying season, temporary buying offices
were maintained at numerous cities and towns over a more extensive area.
The sales function was handled almost entirely by the president, who was a
tobacco expert and who spent a large part of his time abroad discussing requirements and orders with customers. The purchasing, processing, accounting and
financial operations of the business were supervised by the company's vice president. This executive delegated his accounting and financial responsibilities
to subordinate officers, as the major part of his time was devoted to administration and purchasing problems. Tobacco purchasing operations were Zonducted
by four buying supervisors and over fifty tobacco buyers, and processing operations were supervised by the managers and foremen of the several processing
plants and storage warehouses. The interests of these individuals were naturally
directed to their specialty.
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The company executives who shared the accounting and financial responsibilities and were located at the head office in New York, were the secretary and
treasurer. The secretary occupied the level of authority immediately below that
of the vice - president. He accepted responsibility for the development and
accumulation of statistical data which, in this industry, is indispensable to the
buying department and to management.
He also exercised control over the accounting department headed by the
treasurer, as well as over the other related departments located in New York,
and shared in control over personnel policies. The treasurer was in charge of
the general books and financial records of the company and the organization
necessary for their maintenance at New York. He was also responsible for the
preparation of financial reports and his advice was generally relied upon in the
formulation of financial policies. However, he exercised very little control over
accounting personnel at other locations.
In point of fact, the organization at the principal branch office located in
Virginia was of almost equal importance with that of the head office, although
it did not have as many supervisory and clerical employees. The vice - president
spent a considerable part of his time there and directed the company's purchasing and processing operations from this location. His principal aide, the general
manager, also maintained his office at this branch. It was he who exercised control over the branch accounting.and clerical organization besides supervising the
operations of the two Virginia processing plants and assisting the vice- president
in directing buying operations.
Records at the Buying and Processing Locations
The accounting records of the company were those maintained for the purpose of providing financial reports and those necessary for the preparation of
statistical reports. Beyond government requirements, few reports were prepared
for outside interests, inasmuch as the outstanding stock was closely held. On
the other hand, both the accounting and statistical reports were essential to the
company's purchasing organization as well as to the higher management group,
in part because complete control over buying operations was of prime importance
to the company.
The accounting effort necessary to achieve control began at the buying offices
located in the scattered tobacco markets. Each buyet was furnished each week
with instructions as to the amounts of each grade of tobacco to be purchased and
approximate average prices to be paid. The buyer and his bookkeeper were also
responsible for an imprest cash fund which was used to pay for purchases
and to cover operating expenses. The bookkeeper maintained a perpetual invenSE P T E M B ER , 1 9 5 0
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tory by grades of tobacco purchased and a record of shipments to the processing
plants. He also prepared from the warehouse bills, a daily purchase report
showing for each grade of tobacco the quantity purchased, cost, and average
price. This report was prepared in triplicate, the third copy being retained for
the guidance of the buyer, the duplicate and original being sent to the New
York office and the Virginia branch office, respectively. A weekly cash report
was also sent to the latter office along with a weekly summary of purchases and
shipments, by grades.
At each of the ten processing or redrying plants a two -fold activity was conducted, since these plants were located at the larger tobacco markets. The daily
purchase report was prepared and mailed in the same manner as followed by
the smaller offices, but here the requirement for more complete accounting records was greater. The tobacco from other markets was processed and packaged
along with local purchases. Certain necessary cost and production records were
maintained, as well as a very simple branch ledger consisting of a wide columnar
book from which monthly trial balances were drawn and sent to the head office.
Weekly cost statements showing a complete breakdown of departmental operations were also developed from the cost and general records. The plant superintendent received detailed cost and production reports. A perpetual inventory
record was maintained showing the grade, package number, and weights of each
unit of finished product in storage.
Functions of the Principal Branch Office
The principal branch office, to which initial reference has already been made,
was located at a point in Virginia where buying operations were negligible.
However, the location here of two large processing plants as well as the fact
that the city was near the geographical center of the tobacco section, justified
the location of a large office at this point. One of these plants, a blending unit,
required a special factory ledger, which was maintained at the principal
branch office.
However, much more broadly important matters were also handled here.
Inventory control and the accumulation of costs and expenses for the operating
organization as a whole were effected by a system of interdepartmental billings.
The buying department accumulated costs of buying green or unprocessed tobacco which, upon being processed, was billed to the finished product department. Although the finished product department prepared weekly invoices to
the head office, costs and quantities were also retained on its books in memorandum. The buying department and finished product department forwarded
monthly trial balances to the head office.
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Also in the principal branch office, numerous reports were prepared from the
financial records and from statistical records required to be maintained. These
reports ranged from a simple plant labor report to a very unusual and elaborate
leaf stock report which, in addition to showing the leaf stocks on hand by
grades, also included a forecast of sales and an estimate of the length of time
the stock of each grade and type would last, based on current purchase volume
and future estimated customer requirements. In addition there operated in this
office a traffic group and a billing group which directed shipping operations and
prepared invoices for shipments and transfers of tobacco.

Work Performed at the Head Office
Other than the making of arrangements for financing, the maintenance of
the general books and handling of documents and correspondence with customers, the work of the New York office consisted mainly in checking, reclassifying, reassembling or completing reports, data or statements which had been
prepared at other offices. All orders from customers and shipping documents to
customers passed through the order department and the shipping department,
respectively. Invoices from the principal branch were received by a billing
department, certain charges were added, -and the product was then re- billed to
the customer.
Shipping space was arranged by a traffic department and the shipment was
insured by an insurance department. The insurance department also placed
insurance on all leaf stocks and physical properties at. all of the company's locations. A statistical department prepared purchasing and inventory reports,
budgets and forecasts, production reports, cost statements, personnel reports,
and many others. Financial and operating statements were developed and prepared by the accounting department. A small auditing department operated
under the supervision of the chief accountant.
As the executive offices were located in New York, the head office enjoyed a
pre- eminent position in the accounting organization of the company. The
authority of the minor executives and department heads was not subject to
question by other than the president and vice - president.
Also, because the administration of the purchasing and processing organization was divided between the head office and the principal branch office, a large
part of the work performed at the head office consisted of the duplication or
checking of work performed elsewhere and the preparation of reports similar
to or duplicates of those already prepared.
Reports which had become obsolete, due to changing conditions, were still
being prepared and special statements designed to suit the personality or preferSE P TE M B ER , 19 5 0
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ences of previous executives, had not been discontinued when the individual
was succeeded in office. A mass of correspondence flowed between the principal
branch and the head office, which would not have been necessary except for the
divided responsibility and duplicated functions of the two offices.
Proposal to Eliminate Head Office
Apparently the question of the desirability of consolidating the two offices
had never been raised and the condition outlined above would, no doubt, have
continued on without change but for the death of the secretary. The general
manager from the principal branch office was chosen to fill the vacant position.
He began to notice that many of the reports prepared in New York were similar to those he had seen prepared at the principal branch. Diplomatically, he began making inquiries of department heads and clerks. Within six months after
taking over his new job, he had decided that here was a situation where two
offices were doing the work of one.
As soon as he could arrange a conference with the two top executives, he
placed before them a proposal for the consolidation of the two offices at the
branch location. Although not successful in securing their agreement at the
outset, he was able to persuade them to call a conference of department heads
and chief clerks for the purpose of considering the idea. At this conference,
the opposition of the supervisors and department heads had the effect of pointing up the case for the change.
Many reasons were advanced against the proposal. It was doubtful that
financing arrangements could be made elsewhere. It was commented that shipping space abroad would be difficult to book at any location other than in New
York City, that insurance could be placed more easily and economically there,
and that a loss in key personnel would be experienced in a change of location.
The statement was made that no effort or expense would be eliminated. The
idea was also advanced that if consolidation was desired, the logical point was
New York City. The meeting closed with the understanding that a decision on
the matter would be reached later.
Adoption and Execution of the Plan
After a conference with the buying supervisors and accounting heads at the
branch, the chief executive announced that the head office would be moved to
Virginia. The execution of the plan presented not nearly so many problems as
had been anticipated and most of them were minor in nature and easily disposed
of. However, before the move was made, the following important decisions
were reached:
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Personnel. Certain supervisory employees whose duties were a duplication of branch office duties were to be released with a liberal termination allowance. No stenographers or other female employees were to be transferred. All
others were to have the choice of moving or terminating their services with a
moderate termination allowance.
I

Records, reports, methods and procedures. All records and reports which
were not essentially copies of those in use at the branch were to be moved.
2

In the period preceding the moving date, the remaining department heads,
together with some of the branch accounting supervisors, made a quick review
of the accounting and reporting operations. It was decided to increase the workload of the branch personnel as well as of those transferred, until new employees
could be employed and trained. After the transfer was effected, the activities of
the two offices were integrated. Each employee was assigned additional work
which he was able to perform only because the transfer was made during the
"dull" season, and because the additional work consisted of duties related to
those with which he was already familiar.
For several months following the consolidation, an intensive study was made
of the administrative and accounting organization and substantial additional
progress toward work simplification and the elimination of useless reports and
records was accomplished. The extra effort expended was justified by the results.
The Symptoms Were There
The death of a senior officer and the resulting reorganization made the need
for change evident in the case described in this article. The conditions might
have been discerned long before, however, and the organizational weaknesses
disclosed. First, there was divided responsibility. Second, changing conditions
had not been recognized by those responsible for the accounting and reporting
operations. Third, there had been no recent review of the usefulness of reports
and of the necessity for the maintenance of the underlying records from which
they were prepared. Fourth, adequate consideration had not been given as to
where the reports could be prepared most efficiently.
The need for recognition of weaknesses and study of the efficiency of the
reporting plan exists in many organizations. The need may be found more often
present in small enterprises. However, it exists also in some large organizations.
A study of whether reports are being prepared in the proper office may often
disclose duplication, extra effort and other wasteful practices. Centralization of
accounting and reporting functions at locations remote from the source data is
not always the best and most economical practice to be followed.
SE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0
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Some Practical Aspects of Management
By RALSTON C. HEWITT
Operating Superintendent, Bush Terminal Buildings Co., Brooklyn, New York

The "dotted line from A to Z ", with its implication of exactness, does
not exist in industrial management where charting a course often
requires "hunch" reckonings. However, it is a mission of both accounting and management to render these occasions less likely of
occurrence. The present author addresses himself to related matters
out of his own experience.

places a business in a risk enterprise class. There
F is almost no situation which
a given business cannot meet and overcome
AILURE TO LOOK AHEAD

with proper forethought. Yet even this desirable activity must be kept practical.
Those of us who have passed through many years of business experience and
good and bad periods or business cycles are often prone to feel that the present
time poses more and greater problems than we have been forced to face in the
past. More likely than not, we are drifting away to diffuse thinking in terms
of the present world situation, rather than our more immediate surroundings.
On the contrary, let us think primarily in terms of our own business and, with
full knowledge of it, make it run properly.
If this viewpoint has been the subject of serious lapse, it would be well to
take inventory of the present situation, as it concerns assets and prospects alike.
In other words, what does the company really have to do business with? Is it
being fully utilized? Here such elements as personnel, competitive location, and
other intangibles may be listed without incongruity, along with cash, stocks of
material, and plant and equipment.
The First Interest of A Manager — Personnel
Probably the most important asset will be found to be trained personnel. It
must be given fullest consideration, particularly during changing levels of activity. All other assets may be replaced tomorrow but by the time loss of trained
personnel can be overcome, there may be no business to operate. It should be
confidently believed that employees will not only appreciate fair treatment in
their own situations but will also join enthusiastically in activities which lead
to improved operations.
Utilization of the time of this personnel is a first matter in the review of the
present situation. It is likely to be found that a small percentage of personnel
is considerably overworked. It may further be found that a larger percentage is
G2
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merely keeping busy. Some form of time study of the operations each employee
does may well be made, but this should be conducted for all employees at one
time so that it will clearly be a company -wide project. Most employees will
voluntarily suggest methods to reduce the time of doing work and will accept
additional work without complaint if it does not actually constitute overload and
affords some relief from the character of the basic volume of work. Change is
exciting and will stimulate activity.
Thorough appraisal of company operations, starting from scratch, will entail
development of much information. Special records to afford a better picture of
operations, territory surveys or charting the future company plans form assignments which, if distributed with judgment, will interest employees. In the
plant, itself, personnel may inaugurate a free -time cleaning plan or perhaps a
permanent salvage plan or a plan for plant improvement. These projects may
be so inaugurated and conducted as to be clearly designed to better operations
and working conditions at the same time. When making these assignments it
must always be borne in mind that the present setup should not be greatly
changed at once.
The developed methods and habits of employees in doing their work (grown
at many points to performance of routine duties almost subconsciously and
without active thought) constitutes a form of efficiency which should be retained.
Only new work or recognizably new and better methods should be allowed to
pose personal performance problems.
Excess Equipment; Checking Up On Processes
In carrying through the inventory approach as a test of management of a
company as it stands, tangible assets are less likely to be overlooked than the
potentials of personnel — strangely enough. However, most plants are in need
of an inventory beyond inventory, the listing and appraisal of equipment and
related items which are inadequately utilized or not at all. Even scrapping items
of this kind is an improvement over letting them lie as impedimenta within the
plant. Better still, items may be reconstructed at nominal cost, if conditions
warrant, and returned to production as either regular or stand -by equipment.
In any event, everything in the plant should have some mission in operations.
Anything that does not is objectionable and should be disposed of.
When review of personnel has been effected and the plant has been searched
for unused facilities either meriting use or calling for disposal, obvious improvements in manufacturing process should come in for attention. Again the method
is, in a sense, one of inventorying. What do we do? Why do we do it? Do
other companies do it in the same way? Have we checked up on technical pub SE P T E M B ER , 1 9 5 0
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lications in our industry so that we know that we have the answers to these
questions? Do we know all that individual competitors will allow us to know
of their operations?
It Is One Business —Not Many
Steps of the character which have been described must lead to action of some
sort and always bog down if this action is not integrated with existing procedures. Here the focal point is usually the accounting department.
This is academic and yet, in many business concerns there is no central headquarters for the assembling of all data pertaining to the work done by individual
employees, the costs incurred, and the results obtained. Moreover, unity of
function is often lacking in the company as a whole. Each department more
often than not operates as a separate unit and, while the general picture is
known to top management, the connection between the various departments
of the business is often pretty remote. While the control of each department
should properly be in the hands of the department head, there should be a
central record of the operations of the various employees available for management consideration. In business today, and particularly at a time when changing levels of activity are being anticipated, management should have the entire
picture of all operations in one place at any time it is desired.
Getting the Whole Picture
If the foregoing matters — control of employee operations, physical contents
and arrangement of the plant, and synchronization of the parts of the business
in its entirety —may be, in a sense, commonplace, adequate attention to them
is by no means the rule. In fact it sometimes seems that facing the facts of
business on all points systematically is a task for which managements have little
relish. However, it must be done at some time. Quite literally, here is a case
of the sooner the better. As I see it, the principal areas for consideration not
dealt with so far are: financial conditions, the plant itself, the sales situation,
the budget tie - together, and accounting control.
Strictly speaking, the financial structure is first on the list. Free or project
funds must be known at all times without this positive figure no plan can safely
be undertaken. The break -even point must be set and a study of the gross profit
at various levels of sales volume made. This knowledge is the key to proper
utilization of funds and it entails, more than anything else, sound knowledge
of overhead costs, fixed and nonfixed.
The factory should be considered under three headings:
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Purchases. Since it is seldom that the cheapest material is equal in performance to that
which is more expensive, purchases should
be mode only in accordance with sound
judgment and by individuals well acquainted
with the business and its needs. Merely to
purchase from the lowest bidder is improper
control, as are other forms of strictly price
basis purchasing.
Inventory. Inventory of all assets, both fixed
and liquid, should be studied continuously
and plans should be made for their renewal
or disposal as conditions warrant. The first

loss is less expensive than a later loss. Many
businessmen overlook this fact by trying to
hold on to an asset reducing in value.
3. Operation. The factory operation should be
studied from the raw material stock to the
finished product. Here is where accurate
and comprehensive time studies will be of
great value. Operations on which an excessive amount of time is being spent will
be found. Care should be taken to allow
sufficient amount of personal time for employees, particularly those doing tedious
or very heavy work.

After careful study of financial relationships and the factory setup, the most
important matter is sales volume —and how to hold it. Some would say it comes
first, but in a going business this may not be so. Fifty years ago volume was
largely determined by the size of the entertainment account. Today the real
salesman develops sales from ideas well thought out and used.
Three matters stand out as important;
1. Possibilities. This is the ''in back of the
mind" goal. However, since it is human to
overestimate, the figure should be recognized
and also discounted.
2. Likely achievement. This is the practical
goal. All estimates and plans should be
developed from the gross profit to be received from this volume.
3. Methods. Ways of developing sales divide
into indirect efforts, i, e. advertising, and
more direct endeavors of salesmanship, itself. As to advertising, that the company's
product is being manufactured and made
available for sale is not enough. It must
be analyzed thoroughly by comparison with

competition and consultation with salesmen
and other employees in a position to know
how it is standing up in the market. Then
advertising media can be chosen for use
most strongly in the territory of least resistance. Sales plans of a more direct
nature involve interesting customers from
three angles: personal approach, spectacular
attention, (as taking pictures of customers'
premises, showing samples in an unusual
manner), and sales stimulants. For instance,
salesmen may arrange for co- operative newspaper advertising, personally study customers'
stocks, develop new outlets for customers,
etc.

Budgeting And Over -All Control
Reams have been written on budgeting, most of it useful information. The
comments in this paragraph and the following one are, therefore, mere mention of the subject. Yet a few observations are in line with the purpose of this
article. The first is that the budget must be flexible in more than a technical
sense. It must be obedient to the judgment of management when considered
changes are proposed.
Another is to take budget preparation in stride since a budget of expenses is
only the determination of the gross profit amount you may reasonably expect to
earn and the application against that figure of the amount you anticipate spending to earn this gross profit. The problem is a simple one to set down on paper.
just get the two groups of figures together. However, when the totals are found
to equalize or when the outgo overshadows the intake, there is work to be done.
SE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0
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The initial effort must be to increase gross profit. If this cannot be done reduction of expenses is the necessity. Study of each expense item will likely
show where the cuts can be made and all indicated reductions should be
carried through —even to executive salaries.
More than the routine of budgeting control is needed. Too often Management of a business enterprise has failed to consider hidden pitfalls thought to
be remote contingencies, but actually existing as real dangers. These may be
in the realm of special insurance coverage requirements or new tax laws or labor
law provisions and labor union policies or local operating codes containing restrictions on sanitation, health and other matters. Or the hazards may lurk in
more general things such as market trends or competitive conditions.
Thus it is not sufficient for management to plan to operate merely along
lines which appear to be reasonable. Business today is of such a complex nature
that thorough study of unseen trends must continuously be made. However,
study is not enough. Findings must be classified and clearly set down for management consideration. Some of these findings will readily lend themselves to
reports in which figures can be used, while others may better be presented by
charts or written notes.
An Open Challenge
Without this over -all control by a well trained accounting department, constantly observing the facts as they appear and presenting them to management
for decision and ruling, no business today can prosper and grow. During
changing levels of activity the need for accounting analysis and the resulting
determination of rules for the regular operation of the business becomes an

imperative one. Rules well set may be automatically supervised by an alert accounting department in which the key men are trained to look for facts which
may affect the business. It is a challenge to all to organize for success.
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Cost Accounting in Telecasting
by C. E. NICHOLSON
Chief Accountant, West Coast Studios, Paramount Television Productions, Inc.
Hollywood, Calif.

In c osti ng of telecasting pr ograms, it i s a care

of direct costs plus the

cost rate per minute for the service departments. At all events, this is

the procedure of the company w hich serves as the basis for this article.
Its author also offers other informative material on telecasting accounting and technical considerations in the industry.

of our company upon entering its field
T was to develop and obtain reasonably
accurate costs for the production and
HE

IMMED IA TE

CO N S ID ER ATIO N

telecasting of programs over station KTLA, Los Angeles. In developing our
cost accounting system we sought: ( 1 ) accurate costs at minimum expense,
and ( 2 ) a flexible cost system and one adequate to meet all future requirements of expansion.
Elements of Program Costing
Our cost accounting method was based upon a survey made of actual technical operating procedures and facilities required in the telecasting of programs.
Various .types of programs may require all or only a part of the technical
facilities of the station. Hence a program cost system was established along
functional lines as a means of collecting and distributing departmental overhead to programs on a basis which recognizes only the cost of specific facilities
used. The following examples illustrate the use of particular equipment for
specific kinds of progams:
A sports event would use
A mobile unit
Relay tower or coaxial cable
Control room
Transmitter
Film studio if film inserts are used
Live studio if live commercials are used

A film show would use
Film studio
Control room
Transmitter
A studio program would use
Live studio
Film studio if film inserts are used
Control room
Transmitter

Telecasts may vary from one minute or less for spot announcements to any
number of hours or even days as for spectacular news event coverage. To apply
facilities expense for application to program costs, a time basis is appropriate.
We, therefore, established procedures to develop the cost per minute of operatSE P TE M B ER , 19 5 0
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ing each facility. The station keeps a daily program log showing the program
number, program name, time of start and finish of each program, minutes
consumed, sponsor, and whether the program is remote, live studio or film.
This log serves as a basis for both distributing costs and billing sponsors. It is
illustrated by Exhibit 1.
ae levision Sales, Billings and Program Types

V

Sales are made on a contractual basis whether it be for a single program or
series of programs. Each type of program sold can and often does include
K.T.L.A. PROGRAM LOG
(excluding sponsor column)
DATE—
Program
number
101
102
114
115
103
116
105

Time
W eek

From

To

Number
minutes

12
12
12
12
12
12
12

11:00
11:56
12:01
1:00
1:01

11:55
11:59
1:00
1:01
2:06
2:07
4:23

55
3
59
1
65
1
136

2:06
2:07

Program
Test Pattern
Sunday Reverie
Korlo Pandit
Red Cross
Auction Park

name

Army Recruiting
Jalopy Derby

L —Live
F —Film
R— Remofe
F
L
F
R
F
R

SPOT AN N O U N C E M E N T S
Air
Time. 749
105 -12 -120 Set Up
1,049 Distrib.
Time

4:23

4:24

1

F

5:09
9:30
10:19

5:10
9:31
10:20

1
1
1

F
F
F

11:20

11:21

1
5

F

C

EXH IBI T 1

the sale of one or all special activities of the station, i.e., time, facilities, talent
and materials.
Invoices rendered to customers are itemized accordingly, showing the necessary activities furnished to produce the particular program contracted for.
Charges for facilities furnished include amounts for items such as telecast
studio rooms, cameras, dollies, microphone booms, fixed microphones, internal
reflector lighting units, spotlights and sound equipment as required. Talent
and material sales include the cost of talent hired to make up the type of acts
or entertainment as required by the sponsor. Such talent hired may make up
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a part of a program or be a complete show within itself. Material charges include
such items as royalties, slides used as inserts, costume rentals, stage scenery,
etc.
Sales fall into four categories: live studio (including program), remote, film
programs and spot announcements. Separate accounts are maintained to show
these four classes of income and compare them with the costs of the respective
programs.
A live program is a telecast over the airlanes simultaneously as the talent
appears before the camera and is produced and emanates from the television
studio. In some cases the studio furnishes the talent. In others the entire
program is developed by an advertising agency and the station furnishes only
the studio and broadcast facilities. A remote program is a telecast of a program
originating from a locale outside of the studio, such as sports or on the spot
news events. A film program is a telecast involving the showing of motion
picture film. A spot announcement is a telecast of commercial advertising,
which may be used as an insert in or between any one of the above types of
programs.
Costs -- Agency Discount and Sales Promotion
Before going into the direct and departmental operating costs of telecasting,
it is perhaps desirable to mention two costs typical of the line of business
which are an integral part of the accounts but not of the cost system. These
are agency discount and sales promotion and publicity expenses.
Television sales like radio, magazines, newspapers and other major advertising media are derived primarily from national advertising agencies. These
agencies receive commissions and discounts. Normally a fifteen per cent commission is allowed to recognized agencies on net time charges, studio use, remote facilities and production services. Also frequency discounts are allowed
and apply to charges for air time and facilities only. They are based on total
number of programs telecast during a consecutive twelve month period. The
percentage of frequency discount increases in proportion to the number of programs covered by the contract.
Promotion and publicity costs incurred in the selling of programs include
such items as salaries and expenses of personnel engaged in selling programs
to advertisers, costs of publicity releases to newspapers and others regarding
station program and talent news, and expense of handling studio tours and
program audience. This type of expense is accumulated under sales promotion and publicity accounts, which are allocated to programs on a sales dollar
basis.
SE P TE M B ER , 79 5 0
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PARAMOUNT TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS. INC.
Holly.00d 38, CcBtomio

Station KTLA
Week Ended—

DEPARTMENTAL EXPENDITURES
Department Name
Acct.
No.

NATURE OF EXPENDITURE

C—. nt
W..k

Comalac..
To Dots

SALARIES AND WAGES
701
702
703
704
705
706
707

R.9.1.,
O. .rt im.
Vocotiom
Si c k L . Paid Abr.ncm
E.p.rim.nral
Oth.r Sala.i.r

TOTAL SALARIES
OPERATING SUPPLIES AND EXPENDITURPS
711

Supplier and Op.rorionol E.p.me

712
713
715
716
717

E. . ment a l
Srotio.., and Offic. Soppli.r

719
770
722

W . I . , -d Go,
Light and Pa.er
Automotive Tronr 000tion

724
72S
726
727
728
729
730
731
733
735
736
740
741

Tror.lin
Enrsrtdnm.nt
Owni m. M.. 1 Alb.o nc e
To— and Ucero
Sociol S - 6 1 y T. . . ,
G.n. rol In —o -ii
Workman', Comp.nrotien Imur
Doer, Fem and Sobtt Yom
R.ot of Real Prop.rt

747
713
744
745

Tel.phon. and Telegraph

i

.

P. 0 . 9 .
Re i g h t . 6 p . . . . a n d C a t .

Inventory Adiurtm.nf
Legal and Acditin Feer
Mircellon.our
Sol., Commirrion
Adrerfi,in — Di..ct Moi l
Adnt ; , i ng— Ma ga . i ne and N-, . p.,
D.pmciation
Writ. - off, — Bod Debh

TOTAL OPERATING SUPPLIES

TOTAL EXPENDITURES
F 15 —G el

/

EXHIBIT 2
Program Costs—Direct Costs
Direct program costs consist primarily of all labor and expense directly
incurred in connection with and applicable to the production and telecasting
of a specific program. Labor is distributed under three classifications. Production salaries include writers, directors, artists, art directors, cameramen, news
editors and makeup. Craft salaries include carpenters, electricians, propmen
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and stagehands. Talent salaries include actors and actresses, vocalists, dancers,
musicians, models, announcers and moderators.
Other items of expense directly applicable to programs, include such items
as rights and royalties, film rentals, transportation, slides and title cards, costume rentals, etc. Each program is assigned a number to be used with expense
subaccount numbers to accumulate the direct costs applicable to that particular
program.
Program Costs—Departmental
In addition to the direct costs, there are services rendered to programs by
the various departmental groups. These are the costs which must be absorbed
on a time basis. The station operates entirely on a departmental basis and
every item of cost not directly applicable to a specific program is charged to a
service department or, if it cannot be identified with a specific service department or program, it is charged to general administrative overhead. The service facilities, named in an illustrative way earlier in this paper, are charged
direct to programs on a minute rate basis to absorb the operational cost of the
department. Costs of the general administrative department are also charged
to programs on a cost per minute basis, calculated to absorb all general overhead costs. /
The station operates under regulations of the Federal Communications Commission. The daily program log which has been shown as Exhibit 1 is a
requirement of the commission and, as has been stated, also serves as an excellent basis for cost distribution. It facilitates preparation of Exhibit 2, Departmental Expenditures, which is issued weekly showing the operating expenses of each department for the week. The number of minutes of operation
of each department for the week is obtained from the program log. Total departmental cost of operation divided by minutes consumed gives the cost per
minute to be distributed to programs using the facilities of the particular department.
Departmental Operations, Equipment, and Personnel
The mobile unit relays the picture image over a short-wave beam to the
station transmitter located on Mt. Wilson some twenty odd miles from Los
Angeles. The sound is transmitted from the mobile location by telephone
lines to the studio control room and from there relayed to the Mt. Wilson
transmitter. Both sound and film are then beamed simultaneously from the
transmitter to the viewing audience. A mobile unit consists of a panel truck
SE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0
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I

equipped with two television cameras, camera
dollies, cables, lights and other miscellaneous equipment and parts. Personnel con sists of two cameramen, four technicians,
and one transmitter and control engineer
who is also in charge of the unit.
The film studio is used in the telecasting

s
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of motion pictures or slides and title cards
used as inserts on live programs. The film
studio is equipped for continuous showing
of 1 6 mm an d 35 mm silent or sound film
and also 35 mm slide projectors and baloptitan. In addition to maintenance and upkeep this department bears the salaries of
one motion picture film projectionist, a slide
projectionist and one -half of the film direc-
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tor's salary.
T h e live studio maintains and furnishes
the following facilities for the telecasting
of live programs and entertainments: stage
space, dolly mounted orticon cameras, micro phone booms, fixed microphones, internal
reflector lighting units, spotlights and adjustable lighting units individually controlled. The technical staff consists of cameramen, stagehands, boom operators, and
electrical operators. Their salaries are charged
directly to individual live programs. The

e

only personnel charged to live studio operation are the production manager and production co- ordinator who are responsible for
all live telecasts as their time cannot be
equitably distributed to any particular program.
The control room as its title implies is an

;j

intermediate channel

#

program is filtered to obtain a consistency

5

through which

the

in both clarity of image and volume of
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Station KTLA
Week Ended

PARA MOUN T TE LEVI SI O N PR OD UC TI ON S, I NC .
Holly — od

18. Cali f or elo

SUMMARY OF INCOME AND EXPENSE
Ac o.
Nn
901

c .r r .nt
W.

I NCOME

e. me l. r . e
To D . f e

SALES
Tim
Facilities
Pr ogr ams, Tolenl and M o l . r i . k
Vi de .

T— c n li on Sales and Rontols
TOTAL SALES

VI I

Les, . Agency D iscount

931

Less: Sales E. s
NET SALES
EXPENDITURES
SALARIES APPLICABLE DIRECTLY TO PRO GRA MS

101

W'it-

102

D-0., o.d 504

103

Pr oducer and Sf of f

104

A, f i as

105

A, t D i r e c t . ,

106

C.m

107

Nov, Ed i t or a nd S f . f f

08

Ma k e u p

201

C mp . . to

707

Eled , i i - ,

703

Propene.

204

Stogehands

705

Remote T. c h. i c i . ns

209

CA. , — C, . f t Sal. des

301

Act. . ood Ac f--

302

Vocali st,

303

Denc -

304

Musicians

305

Mod . ls

306

Announcers, Moder ator s

309

Other — Talent Salar i es
OTHER EXPENSE APPLICABLE DIRECTLY TO PRO GRA MS

401

Rights — R. yolti es

407

fi lm — Rentals

403

Tronsporfaficn

404

Rec or ding end Repr oducf i. n

405

Sli des a. d Tales

406

C . a . . . R. M . 1,

407

Pr. per fy

406

Scs

409
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EXHIBIT 4

sound before relay from the studio to the transmitter station. The control room
unit furnishes and maintains the following technical equipment: two synchroSEPTIEMBER, 1950
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nizing generators, switching console and monitor, sound console and 78 rpm
lateral and /or vertical double turntables. The unit includes the salaries of one
audio control engineer, one technical engineer, and a technical director.
The transmitter station receives the beamed relay signal from the studio
control room and telecasts the program over the airlanes. The transmitter consists of such equipment as: sound and video transmitter, tower, antenna, generator and monoscope camera. The staff consists of technical engineers.
The general administration department consists of personnel whose duties
are of a general nature and cannot be allocated to any specific program or
operating department. The same may be said of expenses incurred. Costs of
this department include the salary of the general manager and his staff, accounting, auditing, legal expenses, operation of the telephone switchboard and
the reception room.

Video Transcriptions
A video transcription is a film and sound recording which is taken simultaneously as the program goes on the air. This is done by a motion picture
camera which photographs both image and sound on film from a receiving
set as the program is filtered through the control room. Primary costs involved
are the cost of raw stock film, laboratory processing, prints and payment of
royalties for rights to retelecast. Prints are made, labeled and stocked for
rental to other stations. At the present time, video transcriptions may be the
key to the expansion of television.

Operating Results
The Profit and Loss Statement (Exhibit 3) is made up weekly, separately
for each of the four types of programs: live programs, film programs, remote
programs and spot announcements. It will be noted that the detail constitutes
a profit and loss statement for each program. The sources of the information
appearing on the profit and loss statement are as follows:
Column

Source

1 to 5 — Station log
6 and 7 — Sales record
8
— Col. 6 minus col. 7
9
— Pro -rated from accumulation account
in operating ledger
10
— Col. 8 minus col. 9

Column

Source

11 — Program cost ledger
12 — Pro -rated from operating ledger
13 — Col. 11 plus col. 12
14 — Pro -rated from operating ledger
15 — Total of columns 11 to 14, inc.
16 — Col. 10 minus col. 15

Summary of Income and Expense (Exhibit 4) is an over -all company statement and is also made up weekly. It serves the purpose of summarizing the
weekly operations of the station by an analysis of sales and costs by type of
product rather than by program.
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Assessment of Manufacturing Overhead to
Product Costs
by KENNETH HOLMES
Superintendent of Accounting, Hawthorne W orks, Western Electric Co., Chicago, III.

and a
Tshift into an era of more selective
ECHN OLOGI CAL

CHAN GE S

and competitive buying (while it
lasts) force closer attention to manufacturing costs. Manufacturing overhead, being a large item of cost, is
worthy of particular examination and
study, for today's cost accountants
should know in detail its incidence
on the various lines of their company's manufacture as circumstances
change.
It can happen that low profit lines
are crowding out the more profitable
ones or that the better margin items
are not being pushed, because of lack
of realistic and reliable knowledge of
costs. Practical refinements in allocating overhead to manufacturing costs
are, therefore, very much in order.
The task of distributing expense first
to operating departments, then to overhead centers within the departments,
and from the overhead centers to the
products which pass through them,
becomes of prime importance.
Setting the Ac tivity Level

In the quest for equitable assessments to product costs, one of the
SE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0

first major problems is the determination of the activity level on which
costs are to be based. When costs are
purely historical, there is not much of
a problem. The distribution of service
departments, indirect expense of productive departments, and general plant
overhead is made over what actually
happened. When, however, costs are
to be predetermined, then it is desirable to provide a procedure through
which there may be knowledge of the
plant's capacity to make, as well as of
its capacity to sell.
It is likewise desirable to select the
lower of these two capacities as the
activity level for expense distribution.
A good job in these areas cannot be
done without considerable assistance
from the sales department and from
the planning department, for these are
the organizations possessing the knowledge of what business is probable and
what facilities are required to produce
the business. As to the latter factor, it
is risky to gear overhead to hours
available on installed facilities because
some work positions may operate considerably less than a full shift while
other machines may be operated con75

Th e Serv ice Depart ment s

Perhaps the most perplexing and
abstruse problem of allocating manufacturing expense to product costs
arises in the distribution of the expense of service departments. Examples of these service departments
are payroll, cost accounting, personnel, stores, incentive rates, watch and
patrol, janitor, and power house. In
addition to their own expense, each
of these service departments receives
service from others. All of them occupy floor space, the pay roll depart-

ment pays their employees, and the
personnel department ministers to
their needs for manpower, transfers,
training, etc.
The problem —how to assess this
expense to operating departments so
that, in turn, it may be allocated to
products —has two main phases. One
is the selection of an appropriate basis
of distribution (and making sure it
suitable) and the other is
whether or not there will be greater
accuracy by interchanging the expense
of the service departments one with
the other.
remains

sistently at more than a normal shift.

EMPLOYEES
Department
No. 1
2.............. -3
4
5

..................
.................
..................
..................
Total.,
...............

Direct
hours

% of
total

Direct

Expense

Total

% of
Total

80,000
110,000
110,000
50,000
130,000

17
21
23
11
28

40
50
55
25
65

4
6
8
15
4

44
56
63
40
69

16
21
23
15
25

480,000

100

235

37

272

100

EXHIBIT 1
Ch argi ng Servi ce C osts Fairly

We can point up the first phase by
a look at the "X" Company which
makes five principal products in five
unit type departments. The cost accountant was accustomed to distributing the expense of the cost and the
personnel departments to shop departments on the basis of labor hours.
Not long ago the method of manufacture in Department No. 4 was
changed to one which was highly
mechanized, requiring fewer labor
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hours, more technicians, and the same
number of schedule clerks, packers and
storekeepers. The division of hours
and employees among productive departments is displayed in Exhibit 1 .
It is apparent that the direct labor
hour method unduly favors Department No. 4. This would not be the
case if the expenses of cost and personal departments were apportioned
on the basis of total employees which,
in this instance, is the more logical.
N. A. C. A: BULLETIN

Progressive or Reciprocal Distribution?

As to the second phase of the problem, expense may be distributed to
operating departments for assessment
to product costs through overhead
rates, either directly, progressively, reciprocally or by a combination of these
methods.
Progressive distribution recognizes
that some service departments serve
others and a progression of assessments is made by the least served to
the most served. For instance, the
stores organization may be a large
user of floor space and would be
charged for occupancy costs by the
service departments which incur the
expense for maintenance of the space.
Reciprocal distribution is a technique by which expense is passed back
and forth among service departments.
Under this arrangement, the stores department, in return, can assess the
rent system for the cost of storing the
coal which generated the heat and
light which became part of the occupancy cost charged to the stores department. The problem here is the
selection of the method which best
fits the needs of the product costing
and control objectives.
Selecting Burden Rotes

The overhead rate is the medium by
which overhead is finally assigned to
the cost of a product. Although it is
common practice to have a separate
overhead rate for each operating department, there are instances in \ %hich
SE PT E MB ER , 1 95 0

it may be advisable to set up more
than one overhead center in a department. This is especially desirable
where some products require services
to a greater or lesser degree than the
run of the work.
Suppose the engineering department
has redesigned a product formerly
made of sheet steel and later nickel
plated to one which is now blanked
and formed from stainless steel, thereby saving the cost of finishing. If tools
for blanking and perforating stainless
steel require more maintenance than
do those for ordinary sheet steel and
if this item is a large runner, it would
be prudent to set up a separate overhead center so that this part would
stand on its merits.
The three most frequently used
bases for overhead rates are labor
hours, labor dollars, and machine
hours. The selection of the rate base
should be made after an inquiry as
to which method most accurately
measures the benefit the products receive from factory services. Since most
of the services are a function of the
time, it should be made certain, when
the labor dollars are employed, that
product costs are not being favored or
penalized because of variations in
labor rates. Machine hours should be
considered as basis when the overhead
costs have little or no relation to labor
hours, as in a drying or curing operation when the only labor is a few
hours of trucking to load and unload.
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Manufacturing Engineering

The assessment to product costs of
manufacturing engineering expense
(how to manufacture, the selection of
manufacturing facilities, the preparation of floor layouts, the investigation
of manufacturing difficulties and manufacturing costs reduction studies) is
somewhat of a problem because it is
difficult to do it equitably and still
make each line bear the cost of benefits derived. If Product A has been
receiving much attention from the engineering department over a period of
time, we might expect its assessment
for this effort to rise. A few years
later Product B comes u p for review
and then we may find that the cost of
"A" is declining and "B" increasing
solely because of a shift in the direction of the effort. Then, to make the
situation more puzzling, we discover
that Product B will benefit handsomely from enginering knowledge developed in the investigation of the manufacturing methods employed on Product A.
An examination of the activities of
the engineering department and the
way in which products benefit is a
necessity in developing a method of
assessment for engineering expense.
We need to be alert for unreasonable
averaging on one hand and too direct
allocation on the other.
Taking Marginal Business

Periods of declining business activity frequently bring the cost account78

ant the assignment of estimating on
business which is expected to return
the so- called "out of pocket" costs
and perhaps some of the fixed costs
as well. The usual justification for
such an undertaking is that it is expedient to tide over what is hoped to
be a short period of reduced activity,
so that skilled employees may be retained.
The cost sheets should show what
the cost is by using the company's
usual method for cost computation.
Then, if the out of pocket costs are
segregated, management is better able
to see what usual assessments of fixed
costs are being avoided by the product
in question. This matter of marginal
business costing is risky (apart from
instances in which it may involve the
Robinson - Patman Act), because one
cannot go on accepting it indefinitely
and expect to earn a satisfactory return
for the stockholders.
Overhead Variance and Product Costs

In the interim between general revisions of the assessment of overhead
to product costs, it is desirable to make
periodical comparisons by lines of
product of the overhead recovered in
production, with incurred expense.
One way to do this is to make periodical distributions of incurred expense to operating departments, using
the same methods of expense distribution as were used in setting the
standards. This expense may then be
compared with overhead recovered in
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

production to develop a variance rate
for application to the standard overhead by lines of product to bring it
to an "incurred" level.
Another way to do this, which is
frequently adjunct to the expense control mechanism, is to develop an analysis of each overhead rate by the
organizations incurring the expense.
From this analysis it is possible to predetermine how the overhead in each
line of product breaks down among
organizations. The overhead recovery
by organizations can then be matched
up with the expense incurred by organizations, for the computation of
a rate of overhead variance which
can be applied to the standard recovery by organizations to bring it to an

"incurred" level. This can be a useful
step.
All In All

Current problems in allocation of
manufacturing overhead to product
costs can best be solved by the development of an awareness of how broad
economic and technological changes
are influencing the incidence of cost
on the products made. Our usefulness will hinge to a considerable degree on the extent to which we can
devise equitable and practical methods
of assessment of overhead so that the
entire management team— sales, production and other organizations —will
have product costs which can be utilized for the most profitable deployment of our men, our money, and our
facilities.

A Cycle Reserve to Replace Annual Burden Charges
by HERBERT F. STEVENSON
Treasurer, Kistler Leather Co., Boston, Mass.

of chargB ing burden to thea plan
costs of any
EFORE DISCUSSING

year, which is believed to be both
new and practicable, it may be well to
take note of the two methods of treating burden which are in common use
today.
Two Ways of Applying Burden

The first of these methods consists
in disposing of all burden charges currently by including them in production
costs, giving no consideration to the
SEPTE,41BER, 1950

level of plant output. Thus the percentage of burden cost to total production costs will be low in years of
peak production and high in years in
which production declines markedly.
All burden costs of the fiscal year are
charged against income through cost
of sales, except the portion of burden
residing in inventory values at the end
of the year. The method does not differentiate burden applicable to utilized
facilities and burden applicable to idle
or partially idle facilities.
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A partial list

the charges which

are

fairly constant suggests how
numerous and important this
group of items is:
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Taxes
Insurance
Depreciation
Maintenance
Heating, lighting, ventilating
Salaries and wages pertaining to:
Personnel, purchasing, planning, supervision, cost, payroll and stores
accounting
A Third Method

There is another practicable way
of charging overhead which accords
appropriate recognition to the fact
that the manufacturing plant needed
cannot operate year in and year out
at exactly the same level. It takes
into consideration that the production
cycle for every industry includes both
peak years and lean years.
The basic idea may be illustrated
quite simply. Suppose that during the
production cycle to which a particular
company is subject, the above average
years are able to utilize 70 per cent
to 100 per cent of available productive facilities and the below- average
years 50 per cent to 70 per cent of
those facilities. The related arithmetical average utilization for these
two groups of years is thus 85 per
cent and 60 per cent, respectively, a
differential of 25 per cent. Therefore, if above - average years are made
to absorb more than the full amount
of the fixed and semifixed burden
charges of the year and the belowaverage years less than the full amount
of those charges, the burden could
be spread equitably over the producSE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0

tion cycle of the manufacturer. In
each of the above - average years credit
would be made to the reserve for
burden equalization for the excess of
the charge to production over 100
per cent of fixed burden costs.
In each of the below- average
years, a charge would be made to the
reserve for burden equalization for
the deficiency between the charge to
operations and 100 per cent of fixed
burden charges. The charges and the
credits to this reserve account should
tend to equalize during a full production cycle.
Under the procedure proposed, the
question of idle facilities is rendered
academic. Over a cycle of production
years there should be no such thing
as loss from idle facilities, because
the cost of carrying unused facilities
during the low volume years —a necessity of the high volume years —would
be compensated by cost charges in
the above - average years which benefit
from these facilities. It is immaterial
that accountants are accustomed to
thinking in terms of a single fiscal
year. Effective management must
project its planning over a cycle of
years which embraces both above average and below- average years. Unless fixed burden rates are dealt with
on the basis of a production cycle
rather than on a fiscal year basis, inequitable costs will continue.
Shaping the Idea

The

procedure

here

introduced
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five -year cycle and, as is shown in the
lower half of Exhibit 1, to develop a
basis of charging actual overhead to
production in proportion to utilization of each year against normal capacity. The normal capacity was considered to approximate 75 per cent of
theoretical capacity (we judged practical capacity as 85 or 90 per cent of
theoretical and normal as 80 or 85
per cent of practical). A percentage
of pounds handled over or under
normal capacity was applied to the
indirect costs mentioned above to
credit or charge a reserve account, the
contra being to burden in each case.
What happened to the reserve each
year and cumulatively, on the figures
used, is shown in the bottom line of
Exhibit 1.
It is apparent that, on this basis,
the five -year production cycle would
be reflected in the annual charges to
overhead but it is not clear how exactly. For one thing, the indirect
( "all other ") costs are lumped in
working out the results. A further
development of the reserve method is
displayed in Exhibit 2 . Here a five year cycle "standard" overhead rate
of $.0154 per pound of leather produced is worked out from experience
data of four preceding years and compared with actual overhead rates to
obtain the annual adjustment to reserve over the five -year period of
amounts charged to burden.
Perhaps the significant element in
SE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0

the new reserve calculation (aside
from the technical point that pounds
of leather rather than pounds of hides
are used for the production figures)
is that the variable portion of "all
other costs" is adjusted by the operating percentage to what it would be
at normal capacity, before being used
as a portion of the burden rate base.
It will be noted that the reserve as
now set up comes close to "making
ends meet" around the five -year cycle.
Advantages of Reserve Method

In lean years, when competition is
severe and profit margins are at low
ebb, there will be no losses taken
from idle facilities, and production
costs will be consistent with production volume. Sales at such times may
more likely be made at prices related
to cost and the confusion of out -andout distress pricing will be less likely
to occur. Apart from pricing, review
of unit costs throughout the production cycle will show interpretable
trends rather than meaningless gyrations. Net income throughout the
production cycle will be equalized
more nearly, thus eliminating deceptively large profit showings in super prosperous years. Abnormal high
profits lead to extra dividends, which
invite criticisms on the part of labor.
No long drawn out calculations are
involved in the proposal nor is it required to plumb depths of theory,
for the new concept is simple, reasonable, and easily understood.
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Why Should We Allocate Overhead?
CONTRIBUTED

for formation warrants, or it may be posiallocating overhead according to tively harmful. It is against this scale
one method in preference to another. of usefulness, or lack of it, that the
However, few explain why overhead necessity for and propriety of alloshould be allocated at all and espe- cating overhead should be judged.
The really significant use of a cost
cially why it should be allocated on a
routine basis as part of the formal figure or of any other business figure
accounting system. It is suggested is to help someone make a decision
here that cost accountants need to that leads to action. The fact that
consider occasionally, with respect to accounting figures should be useful to
the specific situation in their com- someone who must make decisions
panies, the question "Why should we suggests that a more complete statement of the question raised in this
allocate overhead ?"
One answer which can be antici- article would be, "Is it really necessary
pated, "Every company needs to know to allocate costs on the books of acthe costs of its various products," is count on a regular and routine basis,
no answer at all. By definition an in order to get figures which will asoverhead cost cannot be directly tied sist management in making correct
to a product or a department. Even decisions ?" There is no answer to this
though allocation is fair and reason- question applicable to all companies.
able, this should never be taken to It is said that overhead allocation is
mean that it represents the real cost needed in lines which make a variety
and that all other figures or bases of of products. However, many companies in industries of this type can
allocation are less correct.
get along perfectly well without any
Useful or Harmful?
allocation at all. The need, when it
When overhead costs exist, a com- exists, must stem from some of the
pany can never know what the tru e acknowledged uses of cost.
cost of its products or departments
Overhead and Costing Objectives
are. It knows only what the costs are
Suppose, for example, that work -in
according to some conventional patprocess
and finished goods inventory
tern of allocation. This conventional
cost may be useful for management are not large. Is overhead allocation
purposes. On the other hand, it may necessary for the determination of
not be useful, it may be less useful periodic profit? Or does the inclusion
than the cost of collecting the in- of allocated overhead merely serve to

M
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confuse? Do cost figures which purport to be full costs, including allocated overhead, really help management in many companies in budgetary
planning and in cost control, or could
related decisions be made just as well
on the basis of direct costs? Suppose
that a company does not set the selling price on its products but follows
some other company's price for competitive reasons. Does the allocation
of overhead in such a company help
in determining pricing policy? When
overhead figures are helpful in deciding questions relating to the application of plans and policy, is it necessary to draw these figures from the
books of account or will statistical
studies of cost serve just as well?
It should thus be apparent that
overhead allocation does not go without saying. It should be even more
apparent from three situations described briefly below.
An Automobile Dealer

The first relates to an automobile
dealer located in a medium -sized city
and operating under a franchise from
one of the larger manufacturers. Like
most dealers who operate under a
franchise, this one uses an accounting
system furnished by the manufacturer.
This system involves an allocation of
overhead costs to products, i.e., autos
being repaired and to the following
departments: new car, used car, service, and parts and accessories. Let us
test this system of allocating overhead
SE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0

against the recognized uses of cost
information.
First, consider profit determination.
It makes little difference in the net
profit of the enterprise for a month
(and even less for a year) whether
or not the overhead is allocated to
products, because the work -in- process
inventory of an automobile dealer is
typically very small. An allocation of
overhead therefore is not of much
help in deciding how much expense
belongs in a particular accounting
period.
As to budgetary planning and cost
control, this dealer is convinced that
it would be a serious error for him to
use a buildup of departmental costs
for planning and control purposes.
For example, suppose the figures tell
him that the used car department is
being operated at a loss. There are
some things he can do to correct this
situation, but the cost figures do not
help him to decide. Certainly he cannot get rid of this department or he
would not sell many new cars. He
cannot raise the price or he would not
sell any used cars. In planning, he
has to decide how much manpower is
needed in each department, how much
new equipment he is going to buy,
and similar concrete matters. He
maintains control by continually keeping after his department heads to keep
their revenue up and their direct costs
down.
Pricing falls into the same diagnosis. It is especially important with
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respect to service work. Each car
the garage repairs is a separate job
which must be priced separately.
Theoretically, the dealer can vary his
hourly labor charge rate and it is conceivable that some allocation of overhead to the service department may
help him decide what the proper rate
should be. However, as a practical
matter, competition usually forces him
to charge a certain rate and his own
costs, however allocated, have very
little to do with what this rate is.
In any event, if he were in the fortunate position of being able to base
his rate on full cost he would be interested in changing this rate only
once in a while, not monthly.
So far as application of plans and
policies is concerned allocated overhead costs do not help this dealer to
solve alternative choice and similar
problems. Most problems of this type
require special, tailor -made cost compilations. In this situation, then, there
seems to be no adequate positive answer to the question, "Why allocate
overhead ?"
A Research Laboratory

The second illustration is a research
laboratory run by a fairly large industrial company. This laboratory consists of several scientific departments
and a number of administrative and
service departments. All costs of the
administrative and service departments
and all costs of the laboratory building (depreciation, insurance, taxes,
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etc.) are allocated to the scientific
departments.
This is what happens when the director of the laboratory talks with the
head of a scientific department about
the control of expenses in his department. The head of a department, being a scientist, is a logical person who
wants to see a logical reason for everything he is required to do. Furthermore, like most scientists, he is not
especially well acquainted with business practice in general and with accounting in particular. So when the
director talks with the department
head, the first reaction of the latter
may be as follows: "I know of a fine
way to cut down on the expenses in
MY department. How about charging
me less for overhead ?" The director,
of course, has an answer to this question. He patiently explains how a
smaller charge for overhead to one
department would merely require a
larger charge to another, with no gain
to the research laboratory as a whole.
In short, these allocations befog discussions between the laboratory director
and the several heads of scientific departments until all are worn and weary.
It is only after the director has patiently
cleared these obstacles out of the way
that he really gets down to the matter
that he wanted to talk about, the control of controllable items. Furthermore, despite his best efforts to explain what allocated overhead is all
about, he is not completely successful
and the scientist in question is left
N. A. C. A. BULLETIN
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is

with a vague feeling of unhappiness concerning the accounting problems of
about accounting figures in general.
the Atomic Energy Commission sugThere are three reasons given by gets a third example of a situation
the executives of this company in where, just possibly, the important
justifying the practice of allocating question, "Why allocate overhead ?"
overhead to departments. First, it is a may not have been asked and anmatter of company policy. Second, it swered. The present author can only
helps the department head appreciate hazard a guess at that. Mr. Eversole's
that the company has a big investment article is an excellent brief discussion
in his department. Third, it gets the of the tremendous and unique acdepartment head interested in reduc- counting problems which the A.E.C. is
ing overhead costs. As a theoretical trying to solve. One of these problems
matter, the latter two reasons have
to devise a useful system of cost
some force but, as a pratical matter, accounting, and it appears that this
overhead charges do not help the de- problem is an especially difficult one.
partment head to understand anything For example, Mr. Eversole mentions
he does not know just from looking the matter of determining depreciation
around him. Instead, they get him rates on a nuclear reactor (atomic
angry. On the specific point of in- pile) which physically may last for
ducing interest in reducing overhead thousands of years but which techcosts, it does no such thing. As has nologically may become obsolete in a
been shown, the procedure focuses the very short, but unknown, time.
attention of the department head
It may not be wholly amiss to inoverhead items which he cannot con- quire (without implying that the
trol and tends to take his attention Commission's accounting staff is doing
away from the direct costs which he anything but a top ranking job),
should control.
"Why does the A.E.C. need a cost
The effect of overhead allocation in accounting system that includes a
this laboratory, therefore, is somewhat systematic allocation of depreciation
different from the case of the automo- charges and of overhead generally ?"
bile dealer. The automobile dealer had
Certainly these allocated costs are not
a system which was useless but did
necessary for the determination of
no harm. The system used in this
periodic profits, since the A.E.C. is
laboratory in the opinion of the direcnot in business for profit. Also an
tor, did more harm than good.
outsider may be inclined to doubt that
A Governmenf Research Body
allocated costs are necessary for budgetary
planning or cost control. Some
The article by H. B. Eversole in the
January 1950 issue of the Bulletin simpler system which excludes alloSE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0
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cated costs may be just as satisfactory
for these purposes.
With respect to pricing policy, Mr.
Eversole refers to one situation in
which overhead allocations are clearly
necessary, that is, in connection with
contracts with universities and other
organizations which work for the
A.E.C. on a cost or cost -plus basis.
In such situations a fair method of
prorating costs between A.E.C. work
and non - A.E.C. work must be devised,
and this probably requires some kind
of overhead allocation. On the other
hand there may well be no need for
allocating overhead within A.E.C.
units or within units that work exclusively for A.E.C. In such units,
the question of pricing does not often
arise (for example, there are no problems of pricing policy in connection
with atomic bombs) and, when the
question does arise (as in the case of
isotopes offered for public sale), there
may not be any reason for setting a
price high enough to cover the "full
cost" of the product.
Of course, the foregoing is not an
answer to questions posed, which it
is the responsibility of A.E.C. to answer for itself. One cannot answer the
question "Why ?" without a thorough
knowledge of the commission's operation. All I am suggesting is that the
question is one which is especially
important in the development of an
accounting mechanism for this new
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and crucially important organization.
I believe that here, as in other organizations, the allocation of overhead
should not remain a part of the cost
system on a habit basis solely.
Allocation Must Fill A Need

There are many businesses in which
overhead allocation is necessary for the
determination of contract costs. There
are undoubtedly psychological gains in
having people aware of the importance
of overhead costs. Many business decisions can be made more intelligently
on the basis of figures containing elements of overhead. However, it does
not follow that overhead allocation is
useful in all businesses.
If the needs of a specific company
are re- examined, without the bias imposed by historical precedent, it may
be discovered that the allocation of
overhead represents a useless churning
around which yields figures no one
uses or, what is even worse, that the
system may produce figures which are
misleading and misinterpreted.
No cost accounting system should
be accepted unless it yields useful figures. No system of allocating overhead is justified unless there is a good
and sufficient answer to the question:
"What management decisions can be
made better, more accurately, more
quickly, more usefully, because of the
allocated overhead run through the
books of account ?"
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COST

I M POR T AN C E OF SPEC I F I C
DESC RI PT IONS FOR SAL ARI ED JOBS

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
IT SEEMS T O ME that Mr. Ralph E.
Holmes' comments on "Evaluation of Salaried Positions" in the March, 1950 issue
of the Bulletin will be found to he interesting and helpful to anyone contemplating the
inauguration of an evaluation program for
salaried jobs. However, considerable experience in the operation of such a progra m with a ra ther large company prompts
me to suggest that Mr. Holmes' recommendation for the "attainment of improved
standardization of job titles and content'
should be considerably qualified.
In the first place, it is imperative that
complete objectivity and accuracy (within
practical limits) be maintained in the development of position descriptions. Descriptions developed in this manner are a
"mu st" if position evaluations are to be
soundly derived and adequately substantiated. Secondly, the value of position descriptions for a number of other purposes
is being increasingly recognized. Some of
these are:
1. To assist in on- the -job training of new or
replacement personnel.
2. To provide a basis for development of general training programs.
3. To serve as a guide in recruitment and selection of candidates for employment.
4. To supply a source of information in organization studies to detect conflicts, overlaps, "missing links ", etc., in assigned responsibilities and authorities.
5. To determine status of a position under provisions of Fair Labor Standards Act (as to
eligibility for overtime pay, etc.)

It is obvious that the effective use of
SE P TE M B ER , 19 5 0
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descriptions for purposes such as these
makes it imperative that they be specific
rather than general or "standardized ".
Thirdly, I believe tha t the a nswer to the
problem of making true comparisons of
positions, one company with another, is
not the standardization of descriptions or
titles but rather the development of specific descriptions for these positions which
between
will clearly accent the
the positions being compared. This will
go a long way toward a voiding the making
of misleading comparisons, which so often
happens and which is usually due to the
very fact that a standard title or generalized description has been used. Incidentally, it should be obvious that personal
discussions of positions being compared
offer the greatest degree of certainty that
accurate comparisons are being secured.
This is, of course, the more time - consuming
and expensive method, but anything less
thorough frequently proves to be a waste of
time and may be more costly in the end
because of misleading information produced.
The foregoing comments have their
basis in the experience of our company.
At this point it should be admitted tha t, in
extremely large companies, it may be necessary to tend more towards standardized descriptions, solely because the development
of specific descriptions for all positions
differences

THE

may prove prohibitive in cost and time
consumption. Likewise it may be conceded
that standard descriptions are both practicable and desira ble for a very limited category of positions, such as a few types of
simple clerical positions. W e are using
them in such cases. Obviously we also
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agree that it is important and entirely logical that a standard approach be made to
the analysis of position requirements, the
technique of describing these requirements
(selection of words, etc.) and the general
format of the description itself. However,
this is quite different from standardizing
the content.
A few examples from our experience,
which have served to confirm our philosophy that by and large the standardization
of position descriptions and titles is undesirable, may serve at this point:
1. When we developed our evaluation program, we established a series of generalized descriptions to cover rather broad
classes of certain technical and professional
type positions. We have since made several
"spot" studies of certain of these groups,
and have developed specific descriptions for
positions within the group. W e found that a
sufficient number of inequities had grown up
through administration of positions under the
generalized descriptions for management to
welcome the establishment of specific descriptions under which a better job of administration could be done and more intelligent
control exercised. Consequently, we have
been authorized to study other like groups
to see if the some conditions exist.
2. In connection with a more or less routine
review of the position descriptions applicable to one of our manufacturing units, we
recently detected apparent conflicts and overlaps in work assignments and responsibilities. These came to light only in the course
of writing descriptions in specific terms and,
in all likelihood, could not have been detected through more standardized descriptions. As a direct result of our review of
these positions, some substantial economies
were promptly effected by the management
of this plant.
3. Not long ago we had occasion to make a
comparison between the position of purchasing agent (for a particular class of items)
with a position of almost identical title in
another large company and which, on a general description, appeared to be similar in
responsibility and authority to our own. In.
quiries into the specific responsibilities of the
position in the other company revealed, however, that it required the broad background
of a graduate power engineer. No such
requirement existed for our position because
of its working relationship with our engineering department.
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I have gone to considerable length on
this subject only because we feel that it
is a very important consideration in our
salary evaluation plan, and welcome the opportunity to pass along our philosophy,
which has been thoroughly tested, for whatever benefit it may be to others.
L. D. MUMPER, Lancaster Chapter

PERFECTING THE SALARY
ADMINISTRATION PROGRAM

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
"SALARY ADMINISTRATION FOR MIDDLE
MANAGEMENT POSITIONS" by George Dlesk
in the April issue of N. A. C. A. Bulletin,
seems to me to present an objective salary
program most nearly the same as the ideal
salary program that should be so important to every management grou p ta king the
appropriate interest in its administrative
staff. First, I would like to point out by
further emphasis, wha t I think are the important points of the article and then to
offer refinements adaptable to the author's
program. The most important points made
by Mr. Dlesk seem to me to be:
1. For the plan to be successful, the management group of the organization must be
wholly in accord with the objectives of the
plan.
2. The evaluation committee must consist of the
top management group, because upon its
conclusions the salary schedule will be based.
3. A comparative study must be made with
other firms of a like nature, being sure the
analysis of similar positions is made carefully so that the salaries will be studied on
the some basis.
4. A merit rating system should be used to
establish an individual's value within a salary class. (This is the end result of the
whole salary administration program. Therefore, the "measuring stick" used must be objective so as to eliminate personalities. Also
it will be important in adjusting an indi.
vidual's salary from time to time.)

The following points are suggested with
the thought that they are possible improveN. A. C. A. BULLETIN

article:
1. Make it known that you have a salary administration program in operation when receiving applications for a position. It is a
good selling point in securing capable administrative staff.
2. Make known to your present employees the
way in which the program operates. Point
out the maximum salary available for any
one position and also make known the additional merits required to move up from one
salary class to the next higher. This will
develop an incentive for self- improvement in
employees. Too many firms use seniority
only in making advancements, when additional knowledge, supervisory ability, etc.,
should be considered.
3. The merit system should be applied to each
position frequently to recognize promptly
improvements in employees' work which
would result in salary increases within a
salary class. Many times a salary is assigned to a position with little thought beforehand and none thereafter. This means
the person becomes mentally dormant or
leaves the firm because self- improvement is
not recognized.
4. A point which must not be forgotten in all
this application of objectivity to salary planning is the present cost of living. Salaries
should fit the cost of living level and any
attempt to by -pass this important factor will
find the salary program falling flat.

To su mmarize this presentation of points
which might assist in perfecting an already effective salary administration program, I suggest public knowledge of the
program both inside and outside the company, stressing the objectives of stimulating
self - improvement of employees and of considering the present economic conditions in
evaluating the worth of individual points
in a salary scale.
RICHARD W. BARTON, Wabash Valley Chapter

reasons) there has been extended discussion
on the question of recording in the accounts the effects of the increased price
level. Much of the discussion has related
to the capital asset and depreciation accounts. Comparisons have been made with
inventory accounting, especially the "last in, first -out" or " lifo" method.
Review of the published material on the
subject leaves one with a question in his
mind as to whether one of the major practical aspects of the problems has not been
almost or entirely omitted from discussion. There are advantages in continuing an established accounting basis and
there are advantages in accounting on a
current cost basis. Hence there arises the
old a nd familia r problem of, "Where shall
we draw the line ? ". In other words, at
what point would the price increases be
such that, in view of all related circumstances, changes should be reflected in the
accounts, for example, in the capital asset
and depreciation accounts?
W e can all probably agree that, if a
factory which cost $1,000,000
built and
placed in service in 1949 and if in 1950 the
cost to construct it would have been one per
cent more, there is a kind of imperfection
in the profit and loss statement which carries a depreciation charge based on $1,000,000 of cost. This charge is less than one
is

ments to the program as outlined in the

based on the best estimate of current cost.
At the same time, there would probably
also be agreement that it would not be
worthwhile to change the accounting basis
in this case. If there is a price increase
of one per cent per a nnu m over the entire
life of the pla nt, the imperfection in profit

IS THERE A RECOGNITION POINT
FOR. PRICE LEVEL CHANGES?

reporting

would

steadily

increase.

But

would the difference, as compared with reporting on the basis of current cost, be

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:

great enough to warrant changing the ac-

DURING THE PAST FIVE YEARS (as in
the late 1920's but, in part, for different

counts from a basis of historical cost?

SE P T E MB E R , 1 9 5 0

It is conceivable (which is not sa ying it
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is likely) that there may be price increases
in the future of 50 per cent, 100 per cent
or more. Should the accounts be changed
from cost for such increases? Is there more
reason for changing the accounts if the
price increases develop within a span of
six months tha n if they come over a longer
period, say, six years or sixteen, or some
other period? Is there a practical difference, for this purpose, between a corporation which has long -lived capital assets and
one having short -lived capital assets?
There are so many varying factors and
possibilities that it seems unlikely that any
dependable advance determination can be
made of the point at which accou nts should
be adjusted. It seems impracticable to do
more than to weigh from time to time the
advantages and disadvantages of continuing
the present accounting method against
those of changing to some form of "current
cost" accounting, and to cha nge only if the
net advantage justifies doing so.
Some, perhaps many, of those who do
not now favor changing the accounting
basis from incurred cost do find it advisable to make explanations to stockholders and to prepare special da ta for the u se
of management in setting prices, determining dividend policies, etc. If prices
should increase by five or ten times as
much as they have now risen since 1940,
would some of these accountants (and
others) think it advisable to change their
accounting basis? If it appeared tha t prices
had stabilized at a new level, would they
then feel tha t a change shou ld be made?
There are other possible factors in the

current capital asset costs. Wou ld many
then convert their accounts to a current cost
basis? Some say that this is putting the
cart before the horse. Accounting practice,
they contend, should be put on a current
basis and then Congress could more readily
understand the situation.
Or suppose that our international problems become so greatly aggravated (despite
our hopes and prayers), as to result in
such price increases that a currency revision would be made. Then presumably
all accounting would be changed to reflect
the new currency. At all events, it now
appears that nothing in the near future is
going to relieve accountants of the responsibility of giving serious, earnest thought
and study to this problem.
CHARLES H. TOWNS, Brooklyn Chapter

COST ACCOUNTING TO AID
MUNICIPAL MANAGEMENT

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
THERE IS ONE MAJOR AREA of management where the potential benefits of the
application of cost accounting techniques
remains largely unrealized. That area is
municipal management. The focus of accounting in local government has been on
assuring the honesty and integrity of public officers in the ha ndling of pu blic fu nds
and on the propriety of expenditures ma de
on the au thority of appropriations provided
by the legislative body. Such a focus is
essential and proper, but it has been at

situation than those previously mentioned.

the expense of the fuller development of

Suppose that a majority in Congress should

accounting as an effective managerial tool.

find that depreciation allowances for in-

As the governing of local affairs has

come tax purposes are not enough to
provide for maintenance of corporate

grown more complicated and has reached

capital in terms of purchasing power, and

are essential, the citizens of many muni-

should provide for deductions based on

cipalities have elected to govern themselves
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into more areas where business techniques
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respect to the introduction of labor - saving,

through a form of organization known as
the council- manager plan by which the
emphasis is shifted to administration by a

cost reducing machinery. Accurate cost
records are essential yet often are lacking.

single, trained, experienced executive or
manager. Over the past forty years or so,
this plan has been adopted in numerous
American cities and lesser local units. Here
especially, the ' need for the cost accountant's services is coming to be more fully

The municipal executive must supervise
a large number of subordinate departments.
His need for performance standards is
great and has been only partly satisfied.
There remain such questions as: How much
should it cost to police 60 miles of roads?

appreciated.
In most local jurisdictions the accounting officer is the only official who is in a
position to view all of the financial transactions of the city. This is the same advantageous position which the accountant in
private industry occupies and which undoubtedly explains in some measure his
respected position in the councils of top
management. But it mu st be admitted tha t,
as a rule, the municipal accounting officer

How much should it cost to police 60
miles of country roads, 60 miles of suburban streets, 60 miles of city streets? Why
do tires on police patrol cars give only

or, more accurately, the auditor has not
rendered or has not been able to render
the managerial assistance which his perspective should produce. Because his primary focus has had to be on the auditing
functions and because the importance of
the cost accounting function ha s been only
partly recognized, much of the work that
has been done in the analysis of costs and
the adaptation of cost techniques has been
performed by administrative assistants or
research directors whose primary duties are
in other areas. However, the fact that some
work is being done shows the reality of
the need.
The need of the municipal executive in
this direction can be defined in much the
same terms as those of a business executive.

The absence of

the profit motive

often seems to obscure this fact from our
thoughts about public ma nagement, bu t the
manager whose aim is effective democracy
at the local level must possess a cost -consciousness similar to his business counterpart. He must mak e similar decisions with
SE P T E M B ER , 1 9 3 0

10,000 miles of wear?

Can these operating costs be cut? At what point should
a patrol car be turned in to minimize the
cost of its service? Wha t is the best unit
of measure of the car's service? There is
something very familiar to industrial accountants about all these questions.
Hundreds of other problems also require
the application of some of the methods
which have been evolving over a number
of years in the control of costs in business.
While road building, water supply, and
electric utility plants have production costs
which yield quite readily to long- established cost procedures, many other municipal costs require the kind of attention
from municipal accountants which similar
problems have been receiving from accountants in industry. It seems reasonable to
expect that appropriations for the extension of the cost accounting function wou ld
produce savings to the taxpayers like those
which comparable expenditures have produced for the owners of private indu stry.
Here then is one of the new frontiers
of cost accounting. Here is challenging
and rewarding work for the cost accountant. It calls for local administrators who
seek to strengthen the accounting function.
Naturally also it calls for voters who will
strengthen the hand of such a dministrators.
J. WARD CARTER, Boston Chapter
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THE EQUIPMENT SALESMAN NEEDS
THE FACTS

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
THE COORDINATION OF EFFORT between
the accountant and the accounting equipment and system salesman is most important in the planning of corrections and
improvements of an accounting system.
To sta rt with, let us assume a wea k spot
in the accounting procedure. The first thing
to do is to write down on paper the end
results desired to be obtained. This is a
concise indication to the salesman of just
what is wanted. The same requirements,
without changes, should be specified to
other salesmen who may enter the picture.
It is also a permanent reminder of what
you started out to accomplish. Moreover,
it is always desirable to speak of the required results fast. It will save much confusion and many false starts. The next
thing to do is to write down the steps of
the present procedure. This information
gives the salesman the data he needs to
approach the problem intelligently.
The end results needed or desired are
now in writing and also the deta ils of the
situation to be improved. The chances are
excellent that the weak points will be spotted and corrected without calling in the
salesman at all. However, the revised procedure should at least be reviewed with a
systems man and related to experience of
other companies. In the serious situations,
it will still be necessary to call in the
equipment salesman. But the work done
will have made it possible to u tilize wisely
the informa tion a nd advice he will give.
Let us assume tha t none of this advance
work has been done. After a general discussion (with the participant still pretty
much in the dark when it is all over) the
salesman will have imparted a feeling that
his company's products will help at certain points. Perhaps you do nothing until
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you see him again. After several meetings
in which the problem is ta lked a bou t, very
little gets down on paper. Yet a proposal
is made and then the worrying starts. Does
prospective purcha se fill the bill? Is it too
expensive? How much will it upset routine? And then the thought —the man
spent all this time and I ha te to turn him
down without a good reason. On his
side, the salesman is uneasy because he
cannot be sure the prospect really knows
his own mind. Nor can the salesman be
sure whether or not, if a sale results,
there will be ultimate satisfaction.
It should be remembered that the more
clearly the problems are stated the better
the answers which will be received. It
takes very little time to make an outline,
as compared with the confusion, lost time,
and possible failure resulting from improper approaches to an accounting problem. Put you r thoughts in writing. It pays
dividends.
W. N. BROMFIELD, Elmira Area Chapter

A LINE ON RESULTS FROM RADIO
ADVERTISING

Editor, N. A. C. A. Bulletin:
WITH RADIO ADVERTISING EXPENDITURES,
totaling millions of dollars and reaching
millions of people, a most important item
in the budgets of American bu siness, it becomes equally important that the accountant provide the measure to show management the results of this type of a dvertising.
A like situation obtains in advance, for
much planning is entailed before a radio
program for a business becomes a reality.
Points such as the following must be covered in making a choice:
1. Type of program best suited to the product
to be advertised
2. Potential audiences to the various radio stations

N. A. C. A. BULLETIN

1

Ideal radio time

Gallonage Change

4. Number of broadcasts necessary

COMPANY

5. Cost of the program

Plus
Product A
B
C

X

27%

*

Increased sales being the reason for radio
advertising, management is interested in
watching the weekly trend of sales relative to program costs. Our company distributes five well -known brands of malt
beverages in six counties. W e concluded
that, to measure the effectiveness of our
radio program relative to sales, we should
select one of our brands and concentrate
our advertising efforts entirely upon it until sufficient time had elapsed to get positive indications from our tests.
State beverage control statistical data
provided management with an excellent
tool for measuring relative sales position.
The information fu rr*hed a monthly list
of breweries shipping into the state and
showed gallons shipped.
The results of ou r first comparisons were
most encouraging to us. W e summarized
available information by periods of sixteen
weeks (forty -eight broadcasts) as follows:

Minus

D
E

7%
10%
42%
28%

STATE
Plus
Minus
28
15%
16
40
24

X Consists of our national line not comparative
to our other brands.
* Radio program concentrated on this brand.

Product B as compared with the State
figures indicates a gain of 8 per cent and,
on the basis of gross profit, would absorb
40 per cent of the program costs at the
rate of 110 per case. This is encouraging
and we a re hopeful that ou r next compa risons will pu t our ra dio progra m on a "pa y
as you go" ba sis.
A survey made for our ra dio station indicates that an average of 73.7 per cent of
the population in the six counties which
we service, are regular listeners.
EDGAR S. HOWARD, Bangor Chapter
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